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主.主NTRODUCT工ON
This study of law students at the university of Maryland 
School of Law in 1990 reports on the differing ways that women 
and men perceive their options for balancing work and family 
demands as they enter the professiona1 world. The survey , a 
sample of which is attached as Addendum 1 , revealed a disparity 
between the genders , and told what these future ma1e and female 
professionals expect or hope to do to accommodate their desire to 
"have it al1." Unlike other surveys on gender equality in work 
and family issues , this study looks at law â主且且旦旦主盔， not 
professiona1s , and focuses on what these people 金主旦旦旦主 to be able 
to do , not what they have already done. 工n this way , we are able 
get a preview of the conflicts which face young professionals and 
their employers , and the changes in personal attitudes regarding 
this most imp口rtant issue. 
The study draws exclu日ively from data gathered by the 
survey. The survey focuses on the growing notion among our peers 
that they want to "have it all ," or at least , most of it. Some 
of the respondents seem to have given more thought to the 
possibilities 
than others. However , few of the respondents , with the exception! 
of students who have already had families in conjunction with 
careers , indicated any specific plan for accommodati呵 the I 
conflicting needs of career and family. [For instance , a recent 
survey conducted by the Women's Bar Association shows that 是 of
the private firms in Baltimore do not provide any kind of family 
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accommodations beyond the minimum maternity 1eave. 工n contrast，、歹
的 of the …ts …叫血型 their 側p10yer 吋
provide accommodations for their fami1y needs , and expected those 
accommodations to inc1ude a wide range of possibi1ities.] 
One obvious reason for the growing concern of our peers in 
needing to ba1ance career and fami1y 1ives is that women are in 
the work p1ace and in higher , professiona1 positions. While 
their numbers rose in the 1970' s to the shock of the "network ," 
the numbers are now steadying. Women represent a significant 
percentage of the work-force in America. And , they are sti11 
having babies. These two facts face each other with an obvious 
conf1ict: Women can't be two p1aces at one time. 
There has been fruitfu1 discussion in the past regarding how 
women 1awyers who are parents continue to bear substantia11y 
greater burdens for chi1d care than men. This is on1y one way 
in which we identify the prob1ems associated with ba1ancing work 
and fami1y responsibi1ities. What remains is a c1ear, 
outstanding need for both men and women professiona1s to find a 
s01ution to the prob1em. This is no 10nger on1y a woman' s 
prob1em. 
We be1ieve that women and men a1ike are interested in having 
active careers and rewarding fami1y 1ives. It is our sense that 
many answers to the questions posed are not so much a ref1ection 
of the respondents' desires to have the woman bear more of the 
fami1y burdens , but of their expectations and 1imitations imposed 
by the forma1 workp1ace structure and traditiona1 gender r01es. 
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Because the workplace has not fully integrated women and the 
circumstances surrounding their employment , namely that they will 
be having children, the burdens of balancing career and family 
demands are uneven on the parents • It is our theory , or our 
hope , that both genders wish , to a growing degree , to share the 
parental responsibilities1 yet , the professional world does not 
fully accommodate those wishes. What remains to be seen is which 
force is more powerful: 
A. PROTOTYPES 
the workplace or the 
I 1. HYPOTHESIS 
people in it. 
?οοcl udλ0 
As hypotheses are by nature based on stereotypes , we did not 
hesitate to develop a few of our own. AS a guide in shaping our 
hypotheses , then , we considered a "prototype" male and female 
student , shaping our hypothesis based upon these projections. 
These prototypes are shaped by our pre-judgments of our 
classmates and were prepared with no reliance on survey results. 
We expected students , products of the 1980's who had chosen 
to attend law school , to be relatively materialistic , and , to a 
certain extent , overly optimistic about their ability to balance 
their careers with their families. In short , we expected them to 
believe they could have it all , or at least most of it. 
For the female , we considered a typical respondent to be 
between 24 and 27 years old , single and career-oriented. She 
expects to be able to have a successful career , successful family 
life , and supportive work environment. We expected our 
prototype fema1e to be optimistic regarding the feasibility of 
3 
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emp10yment accommodations , expecting more than is 1ike1y. She 
expects to work fu11-time , anticipates family responsibilities 
ear1y in her career , and , though she hopes for assistance from 
her spouse or companion regarding housework and chi1dcare , 
expects to do the majority by herse1f. She expects her emp10yer 
to provide fami1y accommodations , inc1uding , at the very 1east, 
maternity 1eave and pregnancy-re1ated disabi1ity 1eave. However , 
she is progressive 1ooking , and thinks her emp10yer 宣h旦旦L且
provide more accommodation than the bare minimum. She 
understands that having chi1dren wi11 compromise her emp10yment 
productivity. However , she does not be1ieve her emp10yer wou1d 
be justified in discriminating against her in sa1ary and 
partnership reviews because of her decision to have a fami1y. 
The types of accommodations she expects inc1ude: a de1ayed 
"partnership track ," hour1y sa1ary , or f1exib1e work schedu1es. 
This prototype fema1e expects to be ab1e to ba1ance career and 
fami1y . Above a11 , she expects to have it a11 , or at 1east most 
of it. 
For the ma1e , our prototype is a1so between 24 and 27 years 
old , sing1e , career-oriented , and expects to have it a11. He , 
1ike our fema1e , anticipates making few compromises. Un1ike the 
fema1e , however , he does not expect to do the majority of the 
work at home or in raising his chi1dren. He expects that his 
spouse wi11 a1so be a professiona1. He probab1y has put even 
1ess thought into his own or emp10yer accommodations for fami1y 
demands than the fema1e prototype. He does not anticipate 
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interruptions in his career to accommodate family events. He has 
probably never considered working part-time to raise his 
children , nor has he considered making less money so that he can 
be home with his children. He anticipates being able to balance 
career and family responsibilities , mostly because he assumes his 
wife will have primary care responsibilities. He expects his 
wife to manage at least a majority of the house and family 
demands , and ll..rul.豆豆 that she will manage even more than that. 
Work-family accommodations would probably not affect his choice 
of a potential employer as much as the salary he could make. 工n
short , he thinks he can have it all , too; or at the very least , 
t 你的1Lf IOß;O向叫d\)J?YU-/ ρ心以心UdTAIT 扣刀叉亡肌JClλnLld' Cμ心CJμ.bJL 味U、4-叫門/CC此/( ma.丸 ι 們I_) IA
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These prototypes helped us to frame more specific 
expectations. 'l'hey include: 
1. Gender Distinctions 
First , we expected dramatic distinctions between male and 
female respondents. Men were expected to have thought about 
these issues less thoroughly and , to the extent that they had 
thought about it , to believe that their careers would suffer 
little from the decision to have a family. We expected few men 
to indicate that they hoped that child care and other family 
responsibilities would be evenly divided. However , we also 
expected the average male respondent to expect that his spouse 
will also be a professional. 
These results , however , are likely to be different from the 
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results from men who are currently married and have children. We 
expected these men to be more sensitive to some of these demands 
and to expect to work fewer hours , be more likely to anticipate 
accommodations , and that his professional advancement will be 
hampered. We also expected the married male respondent with 
childrén to be more likely to accept a pay decrease for limited 
hours. 
2. Children of Sinqle Parents 
A separate hypothesis addresses children raised by a single 
parent. We anticipated that this circumstance will dramatically 
affect both male and female expectations. We expected that 
respondents raised by single parents would be less likely to want 
children or a spouse. We also expected these respondents to be 
more aware of how children could effect their lives and , 
therefore , to expect more from their employers. If they decided \~~~ 
to have children , they would be more likely to accept , "且J""
\iJV 
compromises. 工n fact , it is our hypothesis that men raised by 
single mothers would be almost as sensitive to the needs Ofj 
parenting as all the women we surveyed. The only group 
substantially more sensitive to the needs of parenting will be 
women raised by single parents. 
3. Emnlovees of Lar，四e private Firms 
We expect people who plan to work in a large private firm to 
expect to work the longest hours and to be the least willing to 
sacrifice salary. In contrast , we expect those people who plan 
to work for the government to expect to work the shortest hours 
6 
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and to be the most willing to accept less than $60 ,000 to limit 
the numbers of hours necessary. Along those lines , we expect 
that those with the greatest number of expected hours to be 
least likely to currently have a family or to be planning to 
a spouse or children in the first five years after 
4. Z~wareness/lnterest Based on Aae 
We expected younger students to be less concerned than 
their older classmates about these issues. As a result , we 
expected the average age of our respondents to be higher than 
that of the school overall since older students would be more 
likely to respond. We also expected that older students would be 
more likely to expect accommodations by employers and to be 
willing to compromise their own advancement if they decided to 
\V<:J Ul?<~); <u\ 
have children. Consistent wi th this , ~ those older students who 
are unwilling to make those sacrifices 閏e一叫自t拼 not to expect 
、_'+，0'""> ~".Ã J 
to have children. In contrast , ourtþrotètype is much more likely 
to believe , both male and female , that somehow they will able to 
have a family and not make sacrifices at work. 
5. Resnonse Rates Based on Gender Interest 
There were certain expectations regarding response rates 
which we were willing to venture. For example , we expected 
little over 10% of the students surveyed to respond. Based upon 
our belief that this issue would be more "appealing" to women , we 
expected many more women than men to answer. 
6. EveninαStudents ar祖 More Likelv to Anticinate Sacrifice 
Because of the hardships already confronted by evening 
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students , in terms of working during the day and going to school 
at night , we anticipated that , as a whole , evening students would 
be more accustomed to the idea of sacrifice in order to 
accomplish what they want. Additionally , we expected more 
evening students to have children than day students , and 
therefore , to understand the unique demands a family can place on 
a parent and spouse. We expected that the evening students would 
understand and be more sympathetic to the difficult nature of 
making compromises. In this way , we expected that they would 
have a more realistic attitude toward accommodating the 
conflicting needs of work and family , and would be more prepared 
to make the necessary sacrifices. 
7. Resoondents Who 且.ttended Dav Care 咀lemselves are More 
Likelv to 且nticioate Makina Sacrifices 工n Their Familv Lives 
Because this body of respondents grew up in a family 
structure that depended on outside care , we believed that they 
would be more likely to understand the compromises that must be 
made in order to balance career and family. We expected that 
these students would foresee sacrifices in both parts of their 
lives , as they had watched their parents make the sacrifices , and 
felt the impact of those sacrifices. 
8. Resoondents Who Have Familv Resoonsibilities No旬i Would 
Be Willin回 to Acceot Less Pav in Order to Restrict Hours 
We expected that respondents who already have children would 
be willing to make concrete financial sacrifices in order to 
spend more time with their children. We thought this would be 
particularly true of female respondents. 
7μ.oL tγρσ仇。…尸川c0_ (λ 山4μL'~οα伽(仇戶 4
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I11. METHODOIβGY 
The survey , attached as Addendum 工， was prepared by a 
second and a third year day student at the University of Maryland 
School of Law. Supervision was provided by Professor Jana 
Singer as part of a special topic seminar entitled "Gender 
Equality and Workplace Structure." The questions were developed 
in part with consideration of studies previously conducted at 
Stanford University and the University of Michigan. 
The surveys were distributed in a single day to mailboxes 
located on the first floor of the law school. These mailboxes 
are similar to those common at graduates schools: Each contains 
material for two or three students and is regularly used to 
communicate with the students. A total of 650 surveys were 
distributed to all the students in the second and third year day 
classes and to the second , third and fourth year evening 
students. The surveys were accompanied with a cover letter which 
briefly explained the purpose of the survey and requested that 
completed surveys be returned to a labelled box located above the 
mailboxes. 
One hundred , fifty-two (152) surveys were returned and 
compiled. ( (~omnleted Surv且Vê.， Volumes 工，口， and 11工.) The data 
from thes在 surveys was entered into D也TAEASE ， a software package 
designed Ifor analyzing survey information. The resul ts were 
produced ~n statistical format. (Attached as Addendum 1工.) The 
actual 
statistica 
were compared with the prototypes by developing 
data regarding specific answers and by relating 
\ν 妃立5 0}0 叫沁人?tJ
answers to various questions. For examp1e , DATAEA8E permitted us 
to ana1yze the number of peop1e who were parents and a1so 
satisfied with their work-fami1y ba1ance. 
This surveyjana1ysis process invo1ves some dramatic margins 
of error. The most important e1ement of imprecision is the se1f-
se1ection process of the respondents. Whi1e we estimated that 
the average respondent wou1d on1y spend five to ten minutes to 
respond , those with the 1east interest in this subject were 
un1ike1y to take even this amount of time to answer. 
Converse1y , respondents with a greater amount of interest wou1d 
be more 1ike1y to spend extra time considering the questions and 
their answers to them. We expect that this may have 1ead to 
resu1ts which over-estimate the amount of concern. 
The nature of the survey and the 1imits of the software 
packag自 used for ana1ysis a1so skew the resu1ts. In a number of 
instances , respondents ei ther 1eft answers b1ank or answered 
questions inconsistent1y with the instruction. 1 80me of these 
areas were c1ear1y the fau1t of the survey. Others , however , can 
be exp1ained by a 1ack of attention by the respondents , or an 
inabi1ity to decide on an answer. 
These criticisms aside , the resu1ts provide a 
statistica11y significant ana1ysis of the student body. The 
response rate was c10se to 25巷， or one in four. Even accounting 
for dramatic margins of error , the study provides interesting 
insights into the views of students. 2 
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Iv. STUDENT BODY S且MPLED
Our survey drew exclusively from the 1989-1990 student body 
of the University of Maryland School of Law. Of these students , 
2nd and 3rd year day students , and 2nd , 3rd and 4th year evening 
students were surveyed. Approximately 400 day and 170 evening 
students are enrolled in these classes; for the class entering 
in 1989 approximately 49 percent of the total is female , and 20 
percent is minori ty. Students enrolling in the day classes 
averaged 26 years of age and the average for evening students was 
30. 3 
The admission criteria for the class entering in 1989 were 
"highly competitive ll • 4 For this class , approximately 3 , 100 
candidates were considered for the 250 places in the entering 
class. 5 The maj ority of candidates accepted for admission had 
median LSAT scores of 40 and a median Under Graduate Grade point 
Average of 3.35. 6 Th自se figures are presumed to be indicative of 
the scores for the student body overall. 
As of December 1988 , a survey conducted by the alumni office 
indicated that 95毫 of the class graduating in the preceding May 
were employed. 7 Among those employed , 45毫 were in private law 
firms , 24告 were serving in judicial clerkships , 17毫 were in 
government and other public interest organizations , 4 告 in
corporations and businesses , and a total of 5% in military 
service , academic study and other legal positions. 8 Reported 
beginning salaries for 1988 graduates averaged in the mid- to 
high thirties. 9 
11 
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The University of Mary1and Schoo1 of Law , in many ways , 
differs from schools where surveys have previous1y been 
conducted. Unlike both Stanford and 
considered a "top ten" 1aw schoo1. 
body , while it draws from other geographic 
from Mary1and. The overwhe1ming majority 
the greater Ba1timorejWashington area 
at the University of Mary1and are 1ess 
more prestigious schoo1s to have the most 
private 
anti 
comp 
were 
numb 
info 
firm offers , or academic career 
v. SURVEY RESULTS 
is not 
student 
primarily 
remains in 
Students 
students at 
c1erkships , 
、，\:)C...-'臼品公d制 • 
they expected to be ab1ejto ba1ance career and fami1y 1ives , and 
68書(丸。3) of the respondents expect emp10yer accommodations to qo 
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present the information with group tota1且， and broken down by 
division and gender. This structure , whi1e cumbersome , revea1日
some interesting inferences. AdditionallY , we will present the 
resu1ts 1n both percentages of the tota1 number of respondents , 
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and by count , the actua1 number lof persons who answered a 
question a specific way. 
indicates the count. 
且. OUESTIONS 
The 
1. Backaround Information 
。咀estions 1. 2. and 4. 
Ninety-three fema1es and 
student survey , tota11ing one 
(Approximate1y 650 surveys were 
those su凹eyed responded.) 
ev空空主豆豆 d主vision ， with a mean 
inside the parentheses 
ma1es responded to the 
fifty-two responses. 
ributed , therefore , 23.4老 of
33. Seventy-four fema1es 
were from the day division , withj a mean age of 26. sixteen of 
/一---一--.】
the ma1es were from the evening/division , with a mean age of 32. 
Forty-three of the ma1es were from the day division , with a mean 
age of 27. Thirty-five of the tota1 number of respondents were 
from the evening division , representing 23 老 of the respondents. 
ouestion 5. 
Approximate1y 26老 (39) of the respondents did not work fu11 
or part-time , and approximate1y 74告 (113) of the respondents did 
work. Thirty-two percent (30) of the fema1e respondents were not 
emp1oyed , and 68 告 (63) were. E1even percent (2) of the fema1es 
in the evening division were not emp1oyed , whi1e 89 告 (17) of that 
group were emp1oyed. of-FEJ哩哇空空Jtpp一些L型性E!:!-P!L且也p一
主哇哇哩些竺主o t:阿拉.u，J;""，留ι3的一[28)--wezemtmplQ芝已。哩哇至2畫 C1到一
were二 -f堅持en p已;t"gent:， (9) oX叩明已一坦1e r巳EPopqen些早 wer全 DOt.
emp1oyed , and 85是 (50) were. 工n the evening division , 100毫 (16)
、 /!l>>叫嗯吋且JWl止‘ 913 lDC1)U白人 ω的J 、9_)"p!1ω])J0 Y/J,J :J 
of the ma1e students were emp1oyed. 工n the day division , 15毫 (9 ) 
。 f the ma1es were not employed , and 85毫 (50) were. 
。也estion 6. 
In response to the number of hours worked at their jobs per 
week , 11.5毫 (13) of the respondents worked between 0-10 hours , 
53 告 (60) worked between 10-25 hours , 16老 (18) worked between 25-
40 hours , and 19老 (22) worked over 40 hours per week. sixteen 
percent (10) of the females worked between 0-10 hours. Of this 
group , 6老 (1) of the fema1e evening respondents worked between 0-
10 hours , and 20毫 (9) of the fema1e day respondents worked 
between 0-10 hours. Fifty-one per它ent (32) of the females worked 
between 10-25 hours per week. Of this gro心p ， 6老 (1) of the 
female evening respondents worked in this bracket , and 67毫( 31) 
。 f the female day respondents worked in this bracket. Twenty-
fo叫r percent (15) of the females worked between 25-40 hours per 
week. Of this group , 53 告 (9) of the female evening respondents 
worked in this bracket , and 13 是 (6) of the female day respondents 
worked in this bracket. Ten percent (6) of the females worked 
over 40 hours per week. Of this group , 35毫 (6) of the female 
evening respondents worked in this bracket , and no female day 
respondents worked over 40 hours per week. 
six percent (3) of the ma1e respondents worked between 0-10 
hours per week. Of this group , no male evening respondents 
worked in this bracket , and 9是 (3) of the male day respondents 
worked in this bracket. Fifty-six percent (28) of the male 
respondents worked between 10-25 hours per week. Of this group , 
14 
no male evening respondents worked in this bracket , and 82告 (28)
of the male day respondents worked in this bracket. six percent 
(3) of the male respondents worked between 25-40 hours per week. 
Of this group , 12.5毫 (2) of the male evening respondents worked 
in this bracket , and 3告 (1) of the male day respondents worked in 
this bracket. Thirty-two percent (16) of the male respondents 
worked over 40 hours per week. Of this group , 87.5毫 (14) of the 
male evening respondents worked in this bracket , and 6老 (2) of 
the male day respondents worked in this bracket. 
ouestion 7. 
鄉間心ely 它三3Dof the resp心ts … r的 by
single parents , and 87毫 (132) were not. Thirteen percent (12) of 
the female respondents were raised by single parents. Of this 
group , 21% (4) of the female evening respondents were raised by 
single parents , and 79% (15) of the female evening respondents 
were not. Eleven percent (8) of the female day respondents were 
raised by single parents , and 89告 (66) were not. Fourteen 
percent (8) of the male respondents were raised by single parents 
and 86車 (51) were not. Of this group , 6巷 (1) of the male evening 
respondents were raised by single parents , and 94% of the male 
evening respondents were not. sixteen percent (7) of the male 
day respondents were raised by single parents , and 84 告 (36) of 
the male day respondents were not. 
ouestion 8. 
Of the group of respondents who 旦旦主豆 raised by single 
parents , 5三 (1士ι)一一一?堅空主哇竺一主性隕E立1ι--全b控芷主空悟竺主ιf空吵些煙竺， 竺煦nd 空昱戶巷
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raised by their mother. Eight percent (1) of the female 
respondents were raised by their father , and 92 老 (11) were raised 
by their mother. No female evening respondents were raised by 
their father , and 100毫 (4) of the female evening respondents who 
were raised by a single parent were raised by their mother. 
Twelve percent (1) of the female day respondents were raised by 
their father , and 88 老 (7) were raised by their mother. No males 
from either day or evening division were raised by their father 
alone. One hundred percent (1) of the male evening respondents 
who were raised by a single parent were raised by their mother , 
and 100毫 (7) of the male 
mother. 
ouestion 9. 
In 
the person who tended daily 
between birth and aαe I ， 
provider , meaning 
during the normal work day 
f空空一空位恤金一丟am主控--""哩~~r. Ninety-six percent (89) of the female 
respondents were cared for by a family member in that age 
bracket. Of that group , 95是 (18) of the female evening 
respondents , and 96老 (71) of the female day respondents , were 
cared for by a family member. Ninety-five percent (56) of the 
male respondents were cared for by a family member in that age 
bracket. Of that group , 87.5毫 (14) of the male evening 
respondents , and 98書 (42) of the male day respondents were cared 
for by family members in that age bracket. 
In identifying their primary child-care provider , with the 
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same meaning as above , hetween the aaes of 3 to school aag_, 93 老
of the respondents (141) were cared for by a family member. 
Ninety-one percent (85) of the female respondents were cared for 
by a family member. Of that group , 89告 (17) of the female 
evening respondents , and 92 書 (68) of the female day respondents 
were cared for by a family member. Ninety-fine percent (56) of 
the male respondents were cared for by a family member in this 
age bracket. Of this group , 94老 (15) male evening respondents , 
and 95告{是1) male day respondents , were cared for by a family 
member in this age bracket. 
Ouestion 10. 
工n the group of persons who answered negatively to both 
parts of the previous inquiry , or in other words , who did not 
have a family member as a primary care provider from birth 
through school age , 100毫 (5: 3 female day respondents , 1 male 
day respondent , and 1 male evening respondent) of that group 
attributed the reason for the child care arrangements to be their 
parentjparents' job. 
。uestion 11. 
During their school age years , 89老 (135) of the respondents 
had family member supervision. Eleven percent (16) of the 
一一一-一一
respondents had non-family member supervision , and 9 月~ (14) had 
no adul t supervision at all. Eighty-six percent (80) of the 
female respondents had family member supervision. Of that group , 
89老 (17) of the female evening respondents , and 85毫 (63) of the 
female day respondents had fam!ly member supervision. Ninety-
17 
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three percent (55) of the male respondents had family member 
supervision. Of that group , 100毫 (16) of the male evening 
respondents , and 91龜 (39) of the male day respondents had family 
member supervision. Fourteen percent (13) of the female 
respondents had non-family member supervision. Of that group , 
21告 (4) of the female evening respondents , and 12 老 (9) of the 
female day respondents had non-family member supervision. Five 
percent (3) of the male respondents had non-family member 
supervision. Of that group , no male evening respondents , and 7毫
(3) of the male day respondents had non-family member 
superv l.s l.on. Ten percent (9) of the female respondents had no 
adult supervision. Of that group , 5毫 (1) of the female evening 
respondents , and 11老 (8) of the female day respondents had no 
adult supervision. Eight percent (5) of the male respondents had 
no adult supervision. Of that group , 6老 (1) of the male evening 
respondents , and 9老 (4) of the male day respondents had no adult 
帥的ision. γωω t.-\，\k扎 'I--io..JX 9 ωuzdLM此，
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In describing the coníposi tion of- their ho6.seholds , 54告 (82)
of the respondents stated that they had .ê且豆豆豆豆豆­
percent (47) of the female respondents had spouses. 
Fifty-one 
Fifty-three 
percent (10) of the female evening respondents , and 50毫 (37) of 
the female day respondents had spouses. Fifty-nine percent (35) 
of the male respondents had spouses. Ninety-four percent (15) of 
the male evening respondents , and 47毫 (20) of the male day 
respondents had spouses. 
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Twenty-two percent (20) of the female respondents 
Thirty-seven percent (7) of the female evening 
respondents , and 18老 (13) of the female day respondents stated 
that they had children. Twenty-two percent (13) of the male 
respondents stated that they had children. Fifty percent (8) of 
the male evening respondents , and 12 者 (5) of the male day 
respondents stated they had children. 工n the households where 
respondents identified having children , the minimum number of 
children was 1 and the maximum number of children was 5 , with the 
mean number of children being approximately two. 
(None) of the respondents identified geDendent Darents as 
mem加Jof their household-γ00 呼。仙台
six percent (9) of the respondents stated that they had 
"0ther household memberê_," which were counted as housemates. 
Eight percent (7) of the female respondents stated that they had 
other household members. Of that group , 5毫 (1) of the female 
evening respondents , and 8書 (6) of the female day respondents 
stated that they had other household members. Three percent (2) 
of the male respondents stated that they had other household 
members. No male evening respondents and 5毫 (2) of the male day 
respondents stated that they had other household members. 
ouestion 13. 
In approximating the percentage of household work done by 
household members , the minimum response of the amount done by a 
respondent was 2 月台 of the household work , and the maximum response 
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was 100巷， with a mean response of 60毫. The minimum response of 
the amount of household work done by the spouse was 0% , and the 
maximum response was 90巷， with a mean response of 44 老. The 
minimum response of the amount of household work done by "other" 
persons was 
response of 
Ouestion 14. 
0龜， and the maximum amount was 
5的﹒ q十 ωο札QcL !比仇μλ的lux.失
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100壘， with a mean 
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In the households where there were children , the allocation 
of childcare duties between respondents and spouses varied 
dramatically. The minimum amount of childcare declared by a 
respondent was 5巷， and the maximum was 100~台， with a mean amount 
of childcare as 45%. The minimum amount of childcare attributed 
to the spouse was 0巷， and the maximum was 95龜， with a mean amount 
of childcare as 44老. The minimum amount of childcare attributed 
to "other" childcare providers was 5巷， and the maximum was 85巷，
with a mean amount of childcare bv "other" persons as 39 告. (No 
doinq 廿叫… C人VJLt hb 戶。ω氏紅w加且stionJ 叭心uLJt凡~ b A..o ,lvx. dω吼叫 γ心」
工n response to question number 15 , which asked how 
satisfied respondents with partners were regarding the 
distribution of family responsibilities , 51 of the 80 total of 
respondents with partners indicated they were satisfied. Thus , 
62% of the respondents with partners were satisfied while roughly 
38 老 were dissatisfied. Fifty-nine percent (28) of all female 
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satisfied. Of those fema1e students with partners who were 
evening students , 50毫 (6) were satisfied and 41老 (5) were 
dissatisfied. Of the fema1e students with partners who are day 
students , 62老 (22) were satisfied and 34聖 (12) dissatisfied. 
Seventy-three percent (11) of the men with p咀rtners who were 
evening students were satisfied , whi1e 26告 (4) were dissatisfied. 
Of those men who were day students with partners 60毫 (12) were 
satisfied and 40毫 (8) were not satisfied. 
2. EXDectations 
Ouestion 16. 
Question number 16 asked where respondents expected to be 
emp10yed in their first job f0110wing graduation from 1aw scho01. 
The answers from a11 respondents indicated that 20毫 (31) expected 
to work for the government , 24惠 (37) in a sma11 private firm , 
21告 (32) in a 1arge private firm , 19老 (29) in a judicia1 
c1erkship , 5毫 (7) as in ho心se co叫nse1 ， 3老 (4) in a non-1ega1 job 
and 8是 (12) in pub1ic interest. 
For a11 fema1e respondents , 22告 (20) indicated their first 
job wou1d be with the government. Of these women , 42 老 (8) of the 
evening students and 16告 (12) of the day students responded that 
their first job wou1d be with the government. Of a11 women , 25是
(23) indicated they wo心1d be e明p10yed by a sma11 private firm 
upon graduation. Of these women , 21老 (4) in the evening division 
and 26老 (19) of those in the day division answered that their 
first job f0110wing graduation wou1d be with a sma11 private 
firm. Of a11 women , 23 老 (21) indicated that their first job 
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would be with a large private firm. Of these women , 16幸 (3) of 
those in the evening division and 2是老 (18) of those in the day 
division were going to be so employed. Of all women , 22 老 (20)
indicated their first job was going to be a judicial clerkship. 
Of these women , none in the evening division and 27 毫 (20) of 
those in the day division indicated they would be so employed. 
There were three women who indicated they would work as in-house 
counsel upon graduation. Of these , 5毫 (1) of the evening female 
respondents and 3告 (2) of the day female respondents indicated 
they would be employed as in-house counsel. Three percent (3) of 
the women respondents also indicated they would not be employed 
in a legal job upon graduation. Of these , 11告 (2) of the female 
evening students and 2 告 (1) of the day students were not going to 
have a legal job. Of all female respondents 3 老 (3) were going to 
be employed in public interest law. Of these , 5毫 (1) of the 
female evening students and 3 書 (2) of the female day student 
planned to be so employed. 
Of the male respondents , 19老 (11) expect to work for 
government. Of these , 12.5毫 (2) of the evening students and 21是
(9) of the day student expected to work for the government. Of 
all male respondents 24是 (37) expect to work in a small private 
firm. Of these men , 12.5毫 of the evening students and 28書 (12)
。f the day students expect to work in a small firm. Of all male 
respondents 19是 (32) expect to be employed in a large private 
firm. Of these men , 19 告 (3) of the evening students and 19 老 of
the day student expected to be so employed. Of all male 
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respondents , 15聖 (9) expect to be employed in judicial 
clerkships. Of these men , none in the evening division and 21老
(9) in the day division are going to be so employed. Of all male 
respondents , 7 毫 (4) indicated they were going to be employed as 
in-house counsel. Of these , 25毫 (4) of the male evening students 
expected to be so employed , while none of the male day students 
expected to be employed as in-house counsel. Of all male 
students who responded , 2 老 (1) expected to be employed in non-
legal jobs. Of these men , 6月~ of the evening students who 
responded and none of the day students expected to be so 
employed. Fifteen percent (9) of the men expect to enter public 
interest law upon graduation. Of these 25毫 (4) of the evening 
students and 12 告 (5) of the day students expect to be so 
employed. 
ouestion 17. 
Question 17 asked how many hours respondents expected to 
work at their first jobs. Three percent (5) expected to work 
under thirty hours , 11者 (17) expect to work between thirty and 
、仁的、-1 r 
forty hours a week , 60是 (91) expect to work between 。此咕1 and ') 
M的
'S-i還建 hours a week and 2的 (刊) 叫ect to work over fifty hours a \ 
week. Of all females , 5毫 (5) expect to work under thirty hours a 
week. Of these , 16老 (3) and 3 老 (2) the evening and day female 
respectively expect to work under thirty hours a week. Of all 
women , 16告 (15) expect to work between thirty and forty hours a 
week. Of these , 21老 (4) and 15毫 (11) of the evening and day 
women respectively expect to work between thirty and forty hours 
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a week. Of all women , 57毫 (53) expect to work between forty and 
fifty hours a week. Of these , 37老 (7) and 62 奇 (46) of the 
evening and day respondents respectively expect to work between 
forty and fifty hours a week. Of all women , 22 老 (20) expect to 
work over fifty hours a week. Of these , 26月; (5) and 20毫 (15) of 
the evening and day students respectively expected to work over 
fifty hours a week. 
No male respondents expected to work less than thirty 
a week. Four percent (2) of the men expected to work between 
thirty and forty hours a week and both of these respondents were 
day students. Of all men , 64 唾 (38) expected to work between 
forty and fifty hours a week. Of these , 62.5是 (10) and 65毫 (28 ) 
of the evening and day men respectively expect to work between 
forty and fifty hours a week. Of all men , 31老 (18) expected to 
work over fifty hours a week. Of these , 31老 (5) and 30% (13) of 
the evening and day male respondents indicated they expected to 
work over fifty hours per week. 
ouestion 18. 
Question 18 asked whether the respondent expected or hoped 
to have a spousejcompanionjpartner within the first five years 
after graduation. Of all respondents , 92 告 (140) indicated they 
did hope or expect to be so coupled. Roughly 8老 (10) indicated 
they did not have such hopes or expectations. Of the women , 91告
(85) hope or expected to have a partner. Of these , 89% (17) and 
92老 (68) of the evening and day students respectively had such an 
expectation or hope. Of the men , 93 龜 (55) hoped or expected to 
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be so coupled. Of these , 100毫 (16) of the evening and 91老 (39)
。f the day students had this hope or expectation. 
ouestion 18(a). 
Question 18 (a) asked those who did not hope or expect to 
have a companion within five years after graduation what factors 
influenced that expectation. Of a11 respondents who did not hope 
or expect to be coupled , 60毫 (6) indicated they were not 
interested , 20毫 (2) indicated it would be impossible to balance 
and 20告 (2) indicated that the job they wanted wou1d not 
accommodate the time commitment of a re1ationship. Of all women 
who did not hope or expect to have a spouse , 50~全 (3) were not 
interested. Of these , 66告 (2) were in the day class and 33 老 (1)
was an evening student. Of a11 women who did not expect or hope 
to be coup1ed , 16老 (1 day student) expected it wou1d be 
impossible to balance. Of all women who did not want or hope to 
be coupled , 33老 (2) felt that time accommodations would prevent 
it. Of the men who answered no to question number 18 , a11 were 
day students (4). Of these , 75毫 (3) indicated they were not 
interested and 25毫 (1) fe1t it would be impossible to balance. 
ouestion 19. 
Question number 19 
that sjhe and 
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all respondents ， (84 告 (122) said yes and 16老 (23) said no~ Of all 
female respondents , 90告 (79) said yes and 10老 (9) no. Of all the 
women , 82 老 (14) of the evening students said yes and 92告 (65) of 
the day students. Of the men , 56書 (9) of the evening students 
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said yes and 82老 (34) of the day students. In total , 75毫 (43 of 
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57) of the 
full-time. 
men expected that both he and his spouse would work 
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0uestion 20. 
Question number 20 asked if the respondent expected or hoped 
to have care responsibilities for children within the first five 
years of practice. Sixty-two and one-half percent (95) of all 
respondents answered affirmatively and 35是 (53) negatively. Of 
all women , 59老 (55) answered affirmatively. 
of the day wome 
81老 (13) of th 
(27) of the day 
工n the evening 
ouestion 20(a}. 1水JL ÀJI叫土心比
Question number 20(a) asked those who answered negatively to 
question number 20 , thus indicating they did not hope or expect 
to have child care responsibilities within the first five years 
of practice , if the reason for this decision was 1) not 
interested , 2) impossible to balance responsibilities or 3) their 
job would not accommodate the time needed. Of those who 
answered no to question 20 , 55是 (29) did so because they were not 
interested , 15毫 (8) because they felt it would be impossible to 
balance the responsibilities and 32 告 (17) because their job would 
not accommodate the time needed. For the women , a total of 54 告
(19) made the decision because they were not interested. Fifty-
seven percent (4) of those in the evening class who answered no 
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to question 20 did so because they were uninterested and 53告 (15)
of the day students. Of women who answered no to question number 
20 , 20毫 (7) indicate they reason was because it wou1d be 
impossible to balanc瞳 responsibil i ties. Of these , 29老 (2) of 
those who answered no to question n叫1mber 20 in the evening class 
and 18老 (5) of those in the day class did so because they felt it 
would be impossib1e to balance. Thirty-four percent (12) of the 
women who said no to question 20 did so because their job would 
not accommodate it. Of these , 29惠 (2) of those in the evening 
class and 36% (10) of those in the day class who said no to 
question 20 did so because of their job. Of a11 men who 
answered no to question 20 , 56告 (10) were not interest. By 
class , 67% (2) of the male evening students who answered no to 
question number 20 did so because they were not interested. Of 
the male day students who answered no to question number 20 , 53 惠
(8) did so because they were not interested. Of all men who 
answered no to question number 20 , 6是 (1 evening student) did so 
because they felt it would be impossible to balance 
responsibilities. Of the men who answered no to question number 
20 , 28老 (5) did so because they believed their job would not 
accommodate the time needed. Of these five , 1 (33 老 of the male 
evening students answering no to question number 20) was an 
evening student and 4 (27脅。f the male day students who answered 
no to question number 20) were day students. 
0uestion 21. 
Question number 21 asked whether the respondents anticipated 
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being able to successfully balance career and family 
responsibilities. Of all respondents 89老 (136) believed they 
would be able to successfully balance career and family demands. 
Of all female respondents , 85毫 (79) believed they could reach 
such a balance. By class , 74老 (14) of the evening females and 
88老 (65) of the day females believed they could reach the 
balance. Ninety-seven percent (57) of all male respondents 
believed they could reach such a balance. Of these , all male 
evening students (16) and 95毫 (41) of the male day students 
believed such a balance could be struck. 
ouestion 21(a>.
Question number 21(a) asked those who said they anticipated 
being able to reach such balances , why. Of all respondents who 
answered yes to question number 21 , 21老 (28) did so because 
ei ther they or their partner would not work for a substantial 
time; 40是 (5是) believed that either they or their partner would 
work part-time for a substantial time; 51老 (70) were confident 
that satisfactory child-care 
their care expectations; 
would be available and would satißf~. 
and 15毫 (21) did not anticipate any 
conflict. Of all the women who anticipated being able to 
balance , 13告 (10) believed either they or their partner would not 
work for a substantial period of time; 44串 (35) believed either 
they or their partner would work part-time for a substantial 
per些主主主ime; 57老師) were confident that satisfactory child-
care would be available; and 14 告 (11) did not anticipate a 
conflict. 
28 
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Of those female day students who believed they could find 
the balance , 15是 (10) believed either they or their partner would 
not work for a substantial period of time , 48車 (31) believed 
either they their spouse would work part-time for a substantial 
period of time , 57毫 (37) anticipated adequate child-care and 12 串
(8) anticipate no conflicts. Of women in the evening division 
who anticipated being able to balance , none expected that either 
they or their spouse would not work for a substantial period of 
time , 29老 (4) believed either they or their spouse would work 
part也time for a substantia1 period of time , 57 老 (8) anticipated 
adequate chi1d-care and 21串 (3) anticipated no conf1icts. 
Of the men who answered yes to question number 21 , 32 告 (18)
believed either they or their spouse wou1d not work for 
substantia1 periods of time , 33 幸 (19) be1ieved either they or 
their spouse wou1d work part-time for substantia1 periods , 44 老
(25) anticipated adequate chi1d-care and 18老 (10) anticipated no 
conflict. Of those men in the day schoo1 who answered yes to 
question number 21 , 32告 (13) indicated that either they or their 
spouse wou1d not work for a substantia1 period of time , 34學 (14)
answered that either they or their spouse wou1d work part time 
for a substantia1 period of time , 47告 (19) anticipated 
satisfactory child-care and 17毫 (7) did not anticipate any 
conflict. Of the male evening students who answered yes to 
question 21 , 31告 (5) be1ieved either they or their spouse wou1d 
not work for a substantia1 period of time , 31告 (5) said ei ther 
they or their spouse wou1d work part-time for a substantia1 
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period of time , 37.5毫 (6) indicated they anticipated adequate 
child care to be available and 19老 (3) did not anticipate any 
conflicts. 
Question 22. 
Question number 22 asked what percentage of family 
responsibilities the respondent hoped would be managed by them , 
their spouse and others. The minimum any respondent hoped would 
be handled by them themselves was 10巷， the maximum 100毫 and the 
mean that any respondent hoped they would handle personally was 
47毫. The minimum any respondent expected their spouse to manage 
was 10巷， the maximum 100巷， and the mean the respondents expected 
their spouse to manage was 48老. The minimum any respondent hoped 
another person would manage was 10巷， the maximum 
βμ以上 dOLu{)._ 州市sUl._M人
100% and the 
mean was 40 月~ • 
ouestion 22(a). 
Question 22(a) asked how much the respondents expected they 
would handle themselves , how much their partner would handle , and 
how much any other person would handle. The minimum any 
respondent expected to handle was 5月台， the maximum , 100% and the 
mean was 50老. The minimum anyone expected their spouse to handle 
was 5龜， the maximum 100~信， and the mean 44 老. The minimum anyone 
expected another to manage was 
mean was 3的﹒ 6人Q_cd:_-~ do LU月-
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80老 and the 
3. Emplover Acco咽modations
。咀且stion 23. 
Question number 23 asked whether the respondent expected 
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their employer to provide accommodations the family needs. Of 
all respondents , 68 告 (103) answered yes and 32 老 (48) answered no. 
Seventy-three percent (68) of all women expected such 
accommodations , while 59 老 of all men. 工n the day school , 63% 
(27) of the men and 73 書 (54) of the women expected such 
accommodations. In the evening school , 50~量 (8) of the men and 
74告 (14) of the women expected such employer accommodations. 
Question 23Ca>.
Question 23(a) asked those who expected accommodations what 
kind of accommodations they expected. Of all respondents , 85是
(88) expected their employers to have some kind of family leave 
policy , 62告 (64) expected pregnancy related disability leave , 79巷
, 可戶-戶_-
(81) expected flex-time and part-time work weeks , 50毫 (51)
expected to be able to work at home , 20毫 (21) expected on-site 
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day care and 56是 (58) expected flexible career paths ﹒ υ l'-oLui-1、{- n 以ωιλ止且可
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Of the female respondents , 79老 (54) expectèd family leave , 
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63 龜 (43) expected pregnancy related disability leave , 84是 (57)
expected flex-time and part-time work weeks , 46老 (31) expected to 
be able to work at home , 16% (11) expected on-site day care and 
59老 (40) expected their employers to offer flexible career paths. 
Of the women in the evening class who expected accommodations , 
57告 (8) expected family leave policies , 50毫( 7 ) expected 
pregnancy related disability leave , 79告 (11) expected flex-time 
and part-time work weeks , 7毫 (1) expected on-site day care and 
21告 (3) expected flexible career paths. Of those in the day 
division , 85毫 (46) expect family leave policies , 67 告 (36)
31 
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expected pregnancy related disability leave , 85毫( 4 6 ) expected 
flex-time and part-time work weeks , 44 告 (24) expected to be able 
to work at home , 19 老 (10) expected on-site daycare and 69老 (37)
expected their employers to provide flexible career paths. 
Of the male respondents who expected accommodations , 97告
(34) expected family leave policies , 60告 (21) expected pregnancy 
related disability leave , 69老 (24) expected flex-time and part-
time work weeks , 57 毫 (20) expected the option to work at home to 
be provided , 29老 (10) expected on-site daycare and 52老 (18)
expected flexible career paths to be provided. Of the men who 
expected accommodations in the evening division , 87.5毫 (7)
expected family leave policie昌， 37.5毫 (3) expected pregnancy 
related disability leave , 75告 (6) expected flex-time and part-
time work weeks to be offered , 75毫 (6) expected work at ho叫le to 
be an option , 25毫 (2) expected on-site daycare to be provided and 
50告 (4) expected flexible career paths to be offered by their 
employers. Of the male day students who anticipated 
accommodations , 100是 (27) expected their employers to provide 
family leave policies , 67是 (18) expected pregnancy related 
disability leave , 67 毫 (18) expected flex-time and part-time work 
weeks to be offered , 52吾 (14) expected working at ho叫e to be an 
option, 30毫 (8) expected on-site daycare and 52~台 (14) anticipated 
flexible career paths to be offered by their employers. 
。咀estion 24. 
Question 24 asked whether the work-family accommodation 
policies of a potential employer would affect the respondent I s 
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decision to take one job over another. The rØsp咽ndents were able 
to choose between answering substantially , or little or 
not at all. Of all respondents , 47 毫 (71) iþdicated such policies 
would substantially affect their decisions , 36告 (55) indicated 
such policies would somewhat affect their decision and 16告 (24)
indicated that such considerations would affect their decision 
little or none at all. 
Of the female respondents , 58老 (54) would be substantially 
affected , 31告 (29) would be affected somewhat and 9老 (8) would be 
affect little or none at all by the policies of a potential 
employer. Of those women in the evening division , 53 老 (10) would 
be substantial1y affected , 26告 (5) would be somewhat affected and 
21老 (4) would be affected little or not at al1. Of the women in 
the day school , 59老 (44) would be substantially affected , 32 是
(24) would be affected somewhat and 5毫 (4) would be affected 
little or not at all. 
Of the 
substantially , 
male respondents , 29老 (17) would be affected 
44老 (26) would be somewhat affected and 27 毫 (16)
一一一一一一一…~一-~
would be affected little to not at all. 
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Of the male evening 
students , 31告 (5) would be substantially affected , 31告 (5) would 
be somewhat affected and 38老 (6) would be affected little to not 
at all. Of the males in the day school , 28% (12) would be 
affected substantially , 44 告 (26) would be affected somewhat and 
27告 (16) would be affected little or not at all. 
0uestion 25. 
Question number 25 asked those respondents who expected to 
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have fami1y responsibi1ities if they be1ieved their emp10yer 
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advance at the same rate. In the evening c1ass , 46月~ (6) of the 
women and 62 書 (8) of the men expected to advance at the same 
rate. In the day division , 19老 (13) of the women and 55告 (21) of 
the men expected to advance at the same rate. 
。咀estion 25la). 
Question 25(a) asked if the respondents thought their 
emp10yer shou1d advance them at the same rate despite their 
decision to have fami1y responsibi1ities. Of a11 respondents , >> 
55% (21) of the men be1ieved that advancement shou1d not be 
affected by fami1y responsibi1ities. 
Ouestion 26. \.0\-，e\\、Q..Ç' I 
Question 26 aSkedtif the re呵。ndent expected to have f叫1y
responsibi1ities , V they 叫ected th甜 career wou1d be affected 
by their decision 一 Of a11 respondents , 87毫 (122) indicated that 
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such a decision would affect their career. Ninety-four percent 
(81) of the women and 76老 (41) of the men believed their careers 
would be affected. In the evening division , 93 告 (14) of the 
A 一--，，_，_.一----一- 一一
women and 57毫 (8) of the men believed their careers would be 
affected. In the day division , 94惠 (67) of the women and 82.5毫
(33) of the men shared this conclusion. 
Ouestion 27. 
Question number 27 asked those who expected to have family 
responsibilities and also to work full-time if they would be 
willing to sacrifice career advancement or salary increases to 
fulfill their family needs. Respondents were offered three 
categories in which to answer: substantially , somewhat and little 
or not at all. Of all respondents , 30串 (46) indicated they would 
be willing to substantially sacrifice career advancement and 
salary increases , 56老 (85) indicated they would be somewhat 
willing to make such sacrifices and 9老 (13) would be little or 
not at all interested in making such sacrifices. of the women 
respondents , 32 學 (30) were willing to make substantial 
、-------回._-戶一-一_一一--一一-咀--一-向四-一一白白~._-‘一叫一巴巴4且也』】一一一句自----可自一-一一-旬-一一 一一可一一一一_隔一，一一“一月一一-
sacrifices , 53告 (49) were somewhat willing and 9老 (8) were 
little or not at all interested in sacrificing. Of the female 
evening students , 26告 (5) were willing to make substantial 
sacrifices , 47老 (9) were somewhat willing and 11是 (2) were little 
or not at all interested in making sacrifices. Of female day 
students , 34告 (25) were willing to make substantial sacrifices , 
54% (49) were somewhat willing and 8 老 were little or not at all 
interest in such sacrifices. 
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substantial sacrifices , 61老 (36) were somewhat willing and 8告 (5)
were little or not at all interested in making such sacrifices. 
Of the male evening students , 12.5毫 (2) were wi11ing to make 
substantial sacrifices , 62.5毫 (10) were somewhat interested and 
12.5毫 (2) were little or not interested at al1 in sacrifices. Of 
the male day students , 33 告 (14) were willing to substantially 
sacrifice , 60毫 (26) were somewhat wil1ing and 7毫 (3) were little 
or not interested at all in making such sacrifices. 
。uestion 27(a). 
Question 27 (a) asked what type of career sacrifices the 
respondents would be willing to accept: not being on the 
partnership track , being on the delayed partnership track or 
earning a salary based upon an hourly rate. Of all respondents , 
20毫 (31) were willing not to be on the partnership track , 58是
(88) indicated a willingness to be on a delayed partnership track 
and 31告 (47) were willing to accept a salary based upon an hourly 
partnership track and 27 毫 (16) were willing to earn a salary 
based on an hourly rate. Of the evening students , 16% (3) of the 
women and 25告 (4) of the men were willing to not be on the 
partnership track, 37毫 (7) of the women and 50毫 (8) of them were 
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willing to be on a delayed partnership track , and 32老 (6) of the 
women and 31老 (5) of the men were wil1ing to earn a salary based 
upon an hourly rate. Of the students in the day division , 23 告
(17) of the women and 16老 (7) of the men were willing not to be 
on the partnership track , 68老 (50) of the women and 53 老 (23) of 
the men were willing to be on a delayed partnership track , and 
34老 (25) of the women and 26老 (11) of the men were willing to 
earn a salary based upon an hourly rate. 
ouestion 28. 
The final question , question number 28 , asked the 
respondents to assume they were making $60 , 000 a year. 工 f they 
would be willing to accept less money in order to restrict their 
time at work to a maX l.mum of forty hours per week , they were 
asked to identify how much less they would be willing to make. 
Five categories , 。 -$5 ， 000 ， $5 ,000-$10 , 000 , $10 ,000-$20 , 000 , 
$20 , 000-$30 , 000 , and any amount of money , were provided from 
which the respondents couH choose- Ofizl1res些空dents ， 89.的巴
(126) indicated they would be willing to accept a cut in pay to \ 
limit their hours to no more than forty per week. Of the female 
respondents，叫 (86)一世竺旦旦旦凹」ι旦控一組豆豆鎧聞單」旦旦笠 、
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More specifically , of al1 the respondents , 15月台 (23) were 、J
willing to make up to $5 , 000 less per year , 28告 (42) were willing 
to make between $5 , 000 and $10 ,000 less per year , 37.5毫 (57)
c--申自一-且一月間已----- 叩門戶_.-
were willing to accept between $10 , 000 and $20 , 000 less per year , 
8 告 (12) were willing to accept between $20 , 000 and $30 , 000 less 
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per year , and 1告 (2) were willing to make any amount of money 
less a year to limit their work week to forty hours. By gender , 
12 老 (11) of the women and 20毫 (12) of the men were willing to 
make up to $5 , 000 less a year , 28 老 (26) of the women and 27告 (16)
of the men were willing to make between $5 , 000 and $10 , 000 less a 
year , 41老 (38) of the women and 32 老 (19) of the men were willing 
to make between $10 , 000 and $20 ,000 less a year , 11老 (10) of the 
women and 3 惠 (2) of the men were wi11ing to make $20 , 000-$30 , 000 
less a year and 1老 (1) of the women and 1老 (1) of the men were 
willing to make any amount of money less a year to limit their 
hours per week to forty. 
Of the evening students , 26惠 (5) of the women and 31告 (5) of 
the men were willing to make up to $5 , 000 less a year , 21老 (4) of 
the women and 19聖 (3) of the men were willing to make $5 , 000 to 
$10 , 000 less a year , 21告 (4) of the women and 31告 (5) of the men 
were willing to make $10 ,000-$20 , 000 less a year , 11是 (2) of the 
women and none of the men were willing to make $20 , 000-$30 , 000 
less a year and 5毫 (1) of the women and 6惠 (1) of the men were 
willing to make any amount of money less necessary to limit their 
hours to forty. In the day division , 8 月~ (6) of the women and 16告
(7) of the men were willing to make up to $5 , 000 less a year , 30毫
(22) of the women and 30 l告 (13) of the men were willing to make 
$5 , 000 to $10 , 000 less a year , 46老 (34) of the women and 33 告 (14)
were willing to make between $10 , 000 and $20 , 000 a year less , 11是
(8) of the women and 5告 (2) of the men were willing to make 
$20 , 000 to $30 , 000 a year less and no one was willing to make any 
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amount of money less each year to limit their hours to no more 
than forty per week. 
B. COMMENTS 
The purpose of the "comments" section of the student survey 
was to provide the respondents with the opportunity to either 
develop issues which were raised by the survey or introduce new 
issues. 工t was our hope that giving the respondents a blank page 
would evoke more specific , more important issues than we had 
anticipated with our questions. We hoped to find some of the 
"answers" in the comments section which would not be in the 
answers to the survey questions; most importantly , how do these 
students anticipate balancing the conflicting demands of career 
and family? 
As a preliminary matter , i t is important to identify the 
group of respondents who offered comments. Of the 152 students 
who answered the survey , 50 provided comments (32.8老 of
竺空哩且會峙的﹒ The composition of the group by gender and 
division was: Twenty-five female day (50毫 of all comments and 
33.8老 of female day respondents) and 7 female evening students 
(14告 of all comments and 36.8告 of female evening respondents) , 
totalling 32 females; and 13 male day (26告 of all comments and 
30.2 月; of male day respondents) and 5 male evening students (10毫
of all comments and 31.3老 of male evening respondents) , totalling 
18 males. SO，札L EKUMr凡你呼恥的丸!'J__人íV:::>fO，丸chnJρω/i}α;y以γM_5山d LDCLO 千帥晶可 G仰抖抖凡以γλfJj_o.JL
We expected the comments to reveal attitudes toward the 
workplace structures and possible solutions to the work/family 
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, 
conflict from students who currently have families. Also , we 
expected to see how the students who don't have families now , but 
intend to early in their careers , intend to resolve the conflict , 
if they identify one at all. 
For ease in analysis , we have divided the comments into four 
groups: 1) those who have children and feel they are 
successfully balancing work and family , 2) those who have 
children and do not feel they are successfully balancing work and 
family , 3) those who do not have children and feel they will be 
able to successfully balance work and family , and 4) those who do 
not have children and feel they will not be able to successfully 
balance work and family. It should be noted that this 
categorization falls short of accuracy. 工n an effort to make the 
comments manageable , we have pigeon-holed respondents' comments. 
This effort may be overly manipulative. Additionally , we have 
excluded comments , or sections of comments , which do not reveal 
any attitudes about balancing work and family demands or related 
l.ssues. 
As we have identified that both genders are eager to find a 
way to accommodate the needs of both professional and personal 
lives , we did not divide the comments based on gender. However , 
we have identified the gender of the respondent by placing an (F) 
。r (M) at the end of the quotation for purposes of analysis , 
because we do theorize a different level of concern between the 
genders. 
The comment that best gives flesh to the body of comments as 
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the lottery." None of the 
career and family. Ad<!主主旦旦ally ，
children , identifies ease in resolving conflicting demands of 
managed to balance the demands clear 
sacrifices to do so. Whether or not the comments reflect a 
positive attitude toward accommodating work and family needs , 
each of the respondents perceives the intensity of the challenge. 
1. students with childr官n who feel th直，v are. or will be 
able to. successfullv balancina work and familv needs. 
"1 have just about completed 4 years working 40+ 
hoursjwk , commuting 15 hrsjwl屯， in class 10-12 hrsjwk at 
night and studying when 工 get the chance. My wife and 
工 have had 2 children while in law school. 1 am awake 
120 hours a week. 工f 工 work for a law firm 50-60 hours 
a week that leaves 60-70 hours a week to devote 
directly to my family. 1 believe that anyone who knows 
me would say that 1 am a loving , caring devoted husband 
and father , who takes time to read to his kids , go out 
with them on weekends , cuts the grass , cleans the 
bathrooms , cooks and does the dishes when 1 am home. 
The last 4 years have been a tremendous sacrifice for 
my wife and me but it was our joint decision that 1 
wo心ld be the long term primary bread winner for the 
family and that 1 better bust my ass to bring home the 
bacon while my well-educated , well-rounded intelligent 
wife would primarily be the care giver to our dear 
children. When she returns to work , it will be 
something she likes not what she has to do to earn the 
family fortune. This was not easy for my wife or me 
to come to grips with. 1f 1 were wealthy , believe me 1 
would drop out of this rat race in a heart beat , and 
spend more time with my wife , children and friends. 
But 工 'm driven to provide security for all , a nice 
home , schools and security. 1t's duty. Wife , a career 
person , made conscious decision not to work. She is 
much more fulfilled by this opportunity in life to 
spend with our young kids and to nurture them. She can 
work outside the home the rest of her life is she 
wants. Not easy for my wife or me. But nothing is 
easy. Don't jump to the conclusion that 工 am as macho , 
paternalistic , domineering chauvinist. 工 have accepted 
a job with one of the top firms in Baltimore with the 
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highest 巷 of women partners in the state. It was in 
important factor for me - positive. 1 am a family man 
and believe that mothers in the workplace only bring a 
more family oriented outlook to the partnership in th皂
'90's and beyond. 1 want a balance in my life between 
family and earnings - but my family assignment is to go 
out and build long term financial well being for the 
family - my wife is the primary manager of our 
household , finances and kids. We do not feel that day 
care is best for our kids. We would have a lot more 
income if we both stayed on career paths and worked 
but we would not be happier about ourselves or our 
kids. Day care and two working parents is not the 
answer for us. We feel that we have set our priorities 
so they are well balanced and in the best interest of 
our family - well nurtured , well loved kids."(M) 
This man has made sacrifices to balance his career and 
family needs. Though he is not primary care giver , his 
description of the household reveals efforts to accommodate the 
needs of his family , both wife and children. The conflict has 
been resolved in his particular instance by gargantuan efforts. 
He strikes the balance by working very hard at everything he 
does , and he seems satisfied , if not exhausted , by his struggle 
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This man has identified one system of balancing career and 
family needs he relies heavily on his wife to manage the 
family. 
"It.s a constant process that changes significantly as 
children mature. Must be flexible and know what 
priorities are. But having children and spouse 
together with career combines the best of all possible 
worlds. Enables one to have healthy , balanced 
perspective on law school. Essential ingredients 1) 
supportive spouse and 2) try not to worry about career 
when with family and vice versa - Otherwise neither 
goes smoothly."(F) 
This respondent seems to have the perception that having it 
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all to do is having it all. Although she does not describe the 
details of her arrangements , it is clear that she perceives a 
successful balance between work and family; in fact , she goes so 
far as to suggest that they compliment each other as a lifestyle. 
"My future employer has agreed to a part-time schedule 
-minimum of 20 hrs/wk , after that up to me. 工 will be 
paid pro rata , i. e. if 1 work 30 hours 1 will be 
expected to bill 3/4 the number of hrs. 1st year 
associates must bill and will be paid 3/4 of th 
individual salaries. 工 am expected to "keep up with 
the law" on my owntime as are others."(F) 
Part-time careers appear relatively typical for female 
professionals with children. While employers who accommodate 
this arrangement may seem scarce , there are number of female 
respondents who identify this scenario as the solution to their 
need to balance work and family. 
"My children are all in school. 1 see no difficulty in 
my prospective care自r as an attorney. They will be in 
elementary and middle school. 1 do plan on working 
part-time however. 1 consider my family more important 
than my career , also in 2 - 5 years 1 will work full 
time."(F) 
Although this woman has the advantage of having gotten 
through the "crisis stage" of child rearing , infancy and 
preschool , she still intends to work part-time to accommodate her 
family's needs. As many others , she has identified her family as 
a priority over her job , and will take care of the family first. 
"工 probably would have answered some of these questions 
differently if 工 didn't already have children and 
believe how important it is to them and my husband and 
me that 1 spend a significant amount of time with them. 
1'm looking for a career in mediation where 1 am self-
employed and flexible."(F) 
This sounds like a reasonable solution , which could result 
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in a successfu1 ba1ance being struck between this woman' s work 
and her fami1y. 
"It is not going to be easy. We are current1y working 
at firms that expect 1800 bi11ab1e hours. We would try 
to meet that goal , take turns on who'd stay home wjsick 
child , etc...We hope to find a nanny - both 
grandparents are nearby."(F) 
This respondent does not identify a particu1ar p1an to 
accommodate the conf1icting demands of work and fami1y. While 
she acknow1edges that it is not going to be easy , she sounds not 
atypica11y naive regarding the degree of compromise which must be 
met when caring for chi1dren and maintaining emp1oyment. Her 
possib1e solution of in-home daycare is one method of caring for 
chi1drens' needs , but it does not describe how she wi11 strike a 
ba1ance between the conf1icting demands herse1f. 
"Ba1ance comes from communication with spouse...."(F) 
This respondent c1ear1y fee1s she has found the ba1ance , or 
at 1east identifies how it is to be found. We are 1eft wondering 
how she dea1t with her emp1oyer , however. 
"You didn' t ask if 1 expect my spouse to seek 
alternative work hours , etc - 1 do and he wi11. A1so , 
my firm has made different decisions based on the 
attorney , their work and the status of things at the 
firm - i t' s sma11 enough that we' ve been ab1e to do 
that successfu11y."(F) 
This woman is one of the few who has found an emp10yer who 
wi11 accommodate individua1 1ifesty1es. Additiona11y , she is one 
of the few whose spouse wi11 sacrifice professiona1 1everage. 
"1 think you wi11 find that if you have an emp10yer 
wil1ing to provide f1exibility , you wi11 want to work 
harder with the emp10yer and find ways to accomp1ish 
your job and your fami1y responsibi1ities."(F) 
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If only more employers were available who would provide 
flexible work schedules , this woman would have identified a very 
reasonable solution to the conflict. However , most employers are 
primarily interested in managing successful businesses , not 
successful family lives. 
"One advantage my wife and I have is that she works for 
the federal government and their office is going to be 
building an on-site day care facili ty. Otherwise，工
would anticipate many more problems. with the on-
site day care we would not be as tentative to leave our 
children there since my wife can check on them."(M) 
Perhaps the most popular way to balance work and family 
demands is to find daycare so that both parents can continue 
working. With the government , the schedule involves fewer hours 
on a more rigid basis than other types of practice , and on-site 
day care is yet another benefit, the parents are able to "check 
in" on their children during the day , and don' t have to commute 
in order to drop them off in the morning or pick them up in the 
evening. 
"I currently work full time and go to school full time. 
Salary is by straight commission. A good system since 
you can work more or less as required by familyjschool 
with associated 10ss of sa1ary as part of the 
system. " (M) 
One solution to the conflicting time demands of work and 
family is to do both part-time. As here , this method allows the 
parent to maintain an income , albeit less than his full-time 
counterparts , and accommodate his family's needs spending as much 
time at home as the family can afford. 
"" In general , employers are much 
men who have children than women. 
year of my son' s life from work 
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less sympathetic to 
I took off the first 
while my wife worked 
fu11 time. It is not for me I discovered , but shou1d 
be avai1ab1e shou1d a father want to pursue such a 
1ife. The current emphasis is on fema1e equa1ity in 
the work-p1ace. But shou1d ALSO emphasize ma1e 
equa1ity in the home."(M) 
This man apparent1y is very interested in maintaining a 
balance between his work and fami1y. Though being fu11-time care 
provider was not compatib1e with his persona1 preferences , he 
made the effort , and sacrifice of not working , in order to he1p 
the fam i1y. 
"It 's tough to do , but both my spouse and I are 
committed to taking only jobs that allow some leave and 
some flexibility. 工 'm interested in 1itigation but I 
wi11 not take a job where 工 have to regu1ar1y work 60+ 
hours a week. 工 '11 definite1y forego certain areas of 
interest for a job that's closer to 40 hours a 
week."(F) 
This respondent recognizes that the type of law she may wish 
to practice is incompatible with the needs of the family. In 
order to accommodate those needs , she intends to sacrifice the 
possibility of working in the type of law she wants. Both she 
and her spouse intend to take jobs which will allow flexible work 
schedules so that the family needs can be met. 
" . . . At the associate level , there should be flexible 
arrangements available for structuring a work schedule 
which accommodate individual lifestyles. Then the 
workaholics could make $60K and the people with other 
interests could make proportionately less and those who 
want part time work wou1d still fit into the 
professional picture. The real problem with balancing 
a career and family responsibilities is a cultural and 
perceptual imbalance. Women are expected to bear the 
bulk of the childcare and family responsibilities while 
still pursuing a professional career. While men now 
recognize that they should "pitch in" it is still 
viewed as primari1y the woman's responsibility to 
manage the home , raise the children and handle social 
responsibilities. Her choice of a place of employment 
and the employers choice of whom to hire must take 
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those expectations into account. On1y when society as 
a who1e recognizes that the ba1ance of responsibi1ities 
must be reapportioned wi11 the prob1em be rea11y 
solved. Men need to start assuming an equa1 share of 
these responsibi1ities and making some career 
sacrifices to do so. 工n the meantime , emp10yers can 
stop penalizing women for having children by admitting 
that a competent professional doesn't have to work 60 
hrs./wk. to prove it. "(F) 
This respondent identifies both a possible solution to the 
conflicting needs of work and family , and what she considers the 
source of the problem. She suggests flexible work arrangements 
as a way to accommodate the conflict. The reason it is so 
difficult to balance , she says , is that society still expects 
women to care for the family exclusively. This is impossible if 
they are going to be in the workplace as well , and this 
respondent suggests that societal changes are necessary before 
professionals will be able to successfully strike a balance 
between work and family demands. 
2. Students with children who do not fee1 thev are. 口r
wi11 be ab1e to. successfu1lv balancina work and familv 
豆豆豆ds.
"Baby and preschooler come first. 1 intend to nurse 
the baby and would never work full time with a baby. 
It is child abuse and woman abuse...Everybody wi11 pay 
if we put our babies in Baby Farms."(F) 
This respondent feels it is impossible to balance the 
conflicting demands of work and family. As an alternative , she 
has chosen to focus on the family exclusively. 
indication that she intends to work. 
"More difficult for younger women first 
families. Think career plans must be modified 
children are not to be short-changed. Or 
childrearing. " (F) 
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There is no 
starting 
if young 
postpone 
This woman indicated that she was not ab1e to successfu11y 
ba1ance career and family responsibi1ities. She indicated that 
career p1ans must be changed , or fami1y p1ans must be de1ayed. 
The two seem mutua11y exc1usive. 
"世1e main prob1em for either a man or a woman in trying 
to ba1ance career and fami1y is the attitude of the 
business cu1ture toward fami1y priorities which are 
viewed as being 1ess important than economic ones. 
There a1so seems to be an inabi1ity to see the 
re1ationship between qua1ity of 1ife and qua1ity of 
production."(F) 
This respondent has identified what she be1ieves to be the 
root of the difficu1ty in ba1ancing career and fami1y needs. Not 
un1ike other parents , she b1arnes the business wor1d for not 
a110wing room to make the fami1y a priority. 
3. Students witho也.t chi1dr草n who anticinate beinq ab1e to 
Euccessfullv balance work and fami1v needs. 
"Family demands are a major consideration in deciding 
on the type of work setting. 1 intend to avoid large 
firrns because 1 wou1d 1ike some time for myse1fjfami1y. 
Once 工 arn in a (well chosen) job , 1 think 1 will be 
able to hand1e fami1y responsibi1ities. 1 am also 
extremely lucky that my spouse does not consider this 
to be just my problem."(F) 
This respondent .s p1an in accornmodating the conf1icting 
demands of work and fami1y is to find a job which is f1exib1e 
enough to provide the 1atitude she needs in rnanaging both 
successfu11y. She considers herse1f 1ucky to have a husband who 
a1so considers fami1y care to be part of his own responsibi1ity. 
"工 have a firm commitrnent to my career and no plans to 
marry andjor have chi1dren in the foreseeab1e future. 
As such , it is hard to imagine making any sacrifices at 
a11 for 'family responsibi1ities' - when and if 1 do 
face the problem of balancing career and family 
demands , I hope and expect my husbandjpartner to make 
as many sacrifices as 1 will." (F) 
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Though this respondent does not anticipate family demands , 
she expects that if the conflict should arise , she would be able 
to solve it through equal participation with a spouse. She does 
not consider what employment sacrifices would have to be made , or 
how she andjor her spouse would make them. 工t is interesting , 
however , that what she does expect is equal participation from 
her husband. 
" . • . The most important aspect of balancing conflicting 
demands is through communication and negotiation with 
the other party. 工n my own situation , my spousal 
equivalent and 工 both work full time jobs; We have 
negotiated responsibilities with the understanding that 
when circumstances change , those arrangements will 
change with them." (F) 
This woman has "negotiated" sacrifices with her partner, and 
seems satisfied that the distribution is , or will be , fair 
because her partner intends to participate in the sacrifices. 
"Excluding large corporations , the private sector 
(especially law firms) are not going to be responsive 
to family needs until Congress mandates legislation 
requiring family accommodations."(F) 
This respondent identifies national legislation as the only 
solution to the problem of balancing career and family needs. 
Perhaps she is right. 
"I anticipate it being difficult to 
family but until you're actually in 
can't be sure what it will be like. 
career adjustmentsjchanges depending 
actually work out."(F) 
j uggle career and 
the situation you 
工 plan to make 
upon how things 
Again , this respondent feels that adjustments in career and 
family will somehow work out. She seems to dismiss the issue as 
something that will work out when the time comes. Undoubtedly , 
it will work out. However , based on the body of comments , it is 
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not likely to work out without a great deal of effort on her 
part. 
This respondent resolves the conflict between work and 
family by sacrificing career ambition in order to have a "nice" 
family. She identifies being an older student as alleviating 
some of the choices in her career. This decision to sacrifice 
career ambi tion in order to accommodate the family , however , 
seems to transgress the lines of age. 
"1 hope that there are enough interesting legal avenues 
to be able to have a career and a family. But 工 expect
to delay having a family for a while to establish some 
credentials and financial security to have a family 
later."(M) 
This respondent feels that it is possible to have a 
successful career and family only by doing one at a time. He has 
stated the intention of delaying family so that he will be able 
to do both well: establish credentials in the professional 
world , and financial security for his family. 
"1 have no doubt that the women who answer this survey 
intend to devote more time and responsibility to child 
care than the men."(F) 
This respondent indicated that she anticipated being able to 
balance career and family needs. However , it is clear from her 
comment that she expects other women , and probably herself , to be 
the parent primarily concerned with , and burdened with the 
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resolution of the conflict. 
"Not everything happens within the four walls of a law 
firm , and with the appropriate staff and organization , 
a person can be an efficient , productive worker 
although only in the office 30 hours a week."(F) 
This respondent anticipates balancing work and family by 
doing in 30 hours what it takes others 40+ to do. While I do not 
doubt that she will be able to be as productive in those 30 hours 
as she hopes , it is likely that her lifestyle will be challenging 
and sometimes stressful. That is one sacrifice in balancing 
career and family. 
"As a gay male with strong desires for children，工
expect my family desires will have to be quite 
creative. Because of the unique family unit 工 'm
picturing and the obstacles and prejudice we are 
facing , we may have to spend a lot more time and effort 
in making this family work - which will certainly 
impact on career and life goals."(M) 
Al though this respondent has even more obstacles to meet 
and overcome than most parents , he seems hopeful that effort will 
be able to make the difference. His hard work toward making a 
family is his planned solution. This has proved an effective , if 
not overwhelming , method for meeting the challenge of balancing 
career and family for other professional parents , and may very 
well work for him. 
4. Students wi tho咀t children who do not anticipate beinq 
able to successfullv balance work and familv needs. 
"Qver the next 5 years , both my spouse and I intend to 
work full time; however , should we have children I 
have made my feelings clear that 工 will not be a 
primary care provider. I would rather have no children 
than sacrifice my career and serve as a primary care 
provider. Consequently , my spouse , who wants children 
and wants to stay at home with them for a few years , is 
planning to start her own company which would allow her 
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to work out of the home. Once the children are 
This respondent represents an alarming extreme: he would 
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wo吟空μ一 His priority is so clearly focused on his career that 
balancing family and career is a non-issue. He and his spouse 
both believe that it is impossible to strike the balance , and she 
will forego her career altogether so that she can have children. 
It seems to be that important to her. The career perspecti ve 
which this respondent identifies as a "negative view" of taking 
time to raise children is one of the elements of the professional 
world which perpetuates the impossibility of balancing the 
equally legitimate goals of having a successful career and a 
successful family. 
"At this point, I don't see how it would ever be 
possible. Unfortunately , the career will have to come 
first in order to meet basic financial needs , and sadly 
family interests and interpersonal relationships will 
suffer. I wish there were something that could be 
done."(F) 
This person identifies an extreme solution to the challenge 
of balancing career and family: forego one. Her sense of 
helplessness is alarming. However , i t is a choice many female 
professionals have to face. 
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"I think it is very difficult to balance career and 
family unless one partner stays home. I think this 
would be alleviated if all employers were required to 
have on-site day care and maternityjpaternity 
leave."(F) 
This respondent expresses her opinion that the balance is 
struck by avoiding a balance: if one partner does not have a 
career , the "balance" of career and family is met. This does not 
provide a solution for two-professional parents who want to have 
children. 
"I expect to substantially place my career on back 
burner for up to 5 years after law school. We are 
planning to start our family in my third year to 
accomplish this. 工 may not work at all and may work 
part time. Possibly not even in the law. But then 
there will be n9-_E!.1三212Eing me when my kids reach age 
18. • .工t' s worth \p.elayingìthe career rewards." (F) 
Again , this respondent indicates that she will balance by 
not balancing. Her sacrifice in accommodating family needs is to 
not work. This is a very real solution to the problem of facing 
conflicting needs. However , it is more of a sacrifice than 
others are willing or able to make. 
" • • • I expect the workplace not to be accommodating to 
employees with children , and I don't expect there to be 
adequate childcare available or affordable facilities. 
工 expect that 工 will have to make many sacrifices both 
from my family life and my career." (F) 
The severe attitude of this respondent may be more realistic 
than any of us would like to admit. Many employers do not 
provide family accommodations to speak of , and satisfactory 
childcare is often difficult to find. This harsh look at the 
sacrifices she expects highlights the difficul ty of balancing 
career and family. 
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"I intend to work for a few 
and then go back to work. I prefer to raise 
children and not work during that time."(F) 
This respondent , like others , has chosen to 
conflict by eliminating the conflict. If you don't have to 
balance career and family because you are concentrating on one or 
the other, the problem is solved in a limited way. 
"This survey assumes that the current job structure is 
ok. Thus you miss the point. The point is that the 
whole structure is backwards. 工 should not have to 
[choose whether or not to be on the partnership track 
or earn salary based on an hourly rate]﹒叮le
workplace must be built around real life, real life 
includes spouse and kids. The status quo is on an 
anachronistic LaLa land where an Employer assumes the 
Employee is a male with a wife at home tending the 
kids. since that is not true , it is the Employer who 
is wrong in making the assumptions that underly the 
above choice. 工n part , over-inflated legal salaries 
exacerbate this problem. Insofar as the "partnership 
track" means exorbitant , and completely unwarranted 
high salaries , [your question regarding how much less 
than $60 , 000 I would be willing to make] also assumes 
the LaLa land status quo. If (when) lawyers' wages are 
brought down to respectable levels , the expectations 
among Employers that led to 80 hour work weeks will 
disappear. They will disappear because the cash 
incentive for "partner" won't be so great. Imagine a 
law "firm" that has simple corporate type management; 
or better yet a cooperative. The economics of our 
profession , as they are currently set up , lead to 
incentives that are all backward. One of the fall outs 
to the mixed up incentives is too long hours , too high 
wages , law school grade races , and burnt out middle 
aged lawyers.αlange the incentives and the structure 
to eliminate the problems."(M) 
This respondent identifies the solution to the challenge of 
balancing work and family as restructuring the legal work 
community. He indicates that the legal community does not focus 
on "real life ," and as a result , the accommodations are not 
anticipated by employers. Because employers are not ready to 
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face the fact that women are in the workplace , too , and no one is 
at home tending to the family , the accommodation is impossible. 
5. Conclusion 
What seems blatant in this series of comments is the 
disproportionate amount of sacrifices being made by women 
parents rather than men parents. While the male respondents seem 
aware of the struggles to balance work and family , very few of 
their comments show a willingness to work part目time to care for 
the children. (It is , however , interesting to note that the text 
of their comments was considerably longer than that of female 
comments.) In the inverse , part-time work or no work for a 
period of years seem the most common accommodation made by the 
women respondents who commented. 
V1.且N且LYSIS
In this section , we attempt to analyze the raw results in a 
form where certain limited conclusions can be reached and related 
to our expectations. Each question is presented , with an 
analysis of the specific results. This section is broken down in 
the same fashion as the questionnaire itself. 
A. BACKGROUND INFORM且.TION
ouestion1. F M (circle one) 
Of the six-hundred , fifty surveys distrib叫ted ， we recei ved 
responses from one-hundred , fifty-two students. Of these , 
ninety-six were from women and fifty-nine were from men. As a 
result , nearly two-thirds of the respondents were women despite 
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that fact that the student body is roughly fifty percent men and 
fifty percent women. Women were almost twice as likely as m自n to 
respondI 
attributed 
This phenomenon , while dramatic , was anticipated. We 
it to the 
and the perception of 
increased interest in this topic by women 
many of the male respondents that these 
issues are somehow exclusively the concern of women. 
ouestion2. Year of birth 
Respondents simply listed their year of birth. The 
responses , outlined above , demonstrated a mean age of respondents 
consistent with the mean age of the classes for both day and 
evening students. There was no significant difference between 
一一一一一一 ~一一~
the ages of male or female respondents. The seven year age 
difference between day and evening students , roughly 26 versus 
roughly 33 , could explain some of the differences between the 
experiences and expectations of each group. 
0吐lestion~. Year graduated from college 
These results were not analyzed for two reasons: difficulty 
in obtaining meaningful results and 0心r decision that the answers 
to this question were relatively unimportant. 
Question 4. Are you a day or evening student? E D 
Thirty-five evening students responded and one-hundred , 
seventeen day students. This is roughly consistent with the 
-白白-可------一一一---_
ratio of evening students to day students. Qf the thirty-five 
evening students , sixteen were men and nineteen women. This is 
far m些豆豆盟位 than t;he__IOI,:venty;-four female day students and the 
forty-three male day students I who answered. This could have 
~ lfi":XV j>, Æ_:/叭3
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occurred because of the struggles faced by evening students to 
accommodate their busy schedules and their greater family 
responsibilities (see question 12). Pe些哩旦旦旦」豆豆n 坦di空空位on
of heightened awareness of these issues amongst the male evening 
students. 
ouestion2. Are you presently working full or part-time? Y N 
Of all respondents , 74% are currently employed. This 
(一一一→
number , which includes approximately 95% of the evening students , 
was higher than we had anticipated. Of the day students , 
approximately 60毫 of the women were employed and 80告 of the men. 
This distinction is indicative of the lingering differences 
between men and women and the expectations of self-sufficiency, 
or at least work , that is still prevalent. 工t is further 
demonstrated in the fact that all male evening students were 
employed outside the home , while 11老 of the women were not 
一一一-employed outside the home. This could also reveal the class 
background of many of the students which requires them to work to 
support their professional studies , an occurrence which may cause 
many to be more concerned about their financial well-being. 
ouestion~. If yes , how many ho心rs do you work per week at that 
job? 
A plurality of respondents , 53 巷， indicated they worked 
between 10 and 25 hours a week. This number was bolstered by 
responses by the working day students , which comprise roughly 75毫
of the category. The evening students , on the other hand , were 
far more likely to work more hours. Of all evening students , 
roughly 90月~ work over 25 hours a week. 
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The men in both lélasses , howe~苦， worked many more hours 
thFtq戶戶姐說_wg:t1\~n. In the evening division , 87.5毫 work over 40 
hours a week outs!de the home. In the day division , over twice 
as many of the women worked 0 to 10 hours a week than the men. 
This over representation of women in this category is also 
reflected in the evening division where no men work that little 
each week and almost 6% of the women do. 
These results continue to support the discovery of the 
lasting expectation that men should work 
causes of this observed occurrence , either 
more. The cause or 
nature or nurture , are 
beyond the scope of this paper. 
一一一----=-----
。心lestion2. Were you raised by a single parent for s substantial 
period of your youth? Y N 
The overwhelming number of respondents , 87龜， were not 
raised by single parents. This is a dramatic discovery given 
that perhaps as much as fifty pe+cent of children are currently 
being raised by single parents. IEven accounting for the age of 
the respondents , a disproportionat年ly high number of respondents , 
when compared to the overall were raised by both 
parents. 
Possible explanations from the self selection of 
respondents from backgrounds here families have been 
prioritized , to the decreased likelìhood that children raised in 
single family homes will attend Ilaw school. For whatever 
reasons , however , this was a 
difficult to draw any meaningful 
between the attitudes of those 
ising response and made it 
of the differences 
raised by both parents. 
ouestiona. If so , which one? Father Mother 
Of those respondents raised by single parents , 95毫 were
raised by their mothers. 
expected to discover. 
This is consistent with what we 
ouestion 2.. Was your primary child-care provider , meaning the 
person who tended your daily needs during the normal work-day , a 
family member when your were between the ages of : 
-birth-3: Y N 
-3-school age: Y N 
Of all respondents , 95串 were tended by a family member prior 
to age three. This compares with 85% of those who were raised 
by a single parent during some substantial period of their life. 
The results are not startling. 
Between age three and school age , 93 告 of all respondents 
were tended by a member of the family. Of those raised by single 
parents , 75毫 were tended by family members. Once again , little 
surpr~se. 
One problem with this question is ascertaining which member 
of the person's family was tending to their needs. It could very 
well be the case that those raised by single parents were watched 
by grand-parents or aunts and uncles rather than their parents. 
Unfortunately , the question is not designed in such a way as to 
discover these results. 
Ouestion 1Q. If no , was your day-care arrangement a result of 
your parentjparents' job? 
Y N 
Or other considerations? 
Y N 
Of those who were tended by non-family members from birth to 
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school age , all explained this occurrence as a result of their 
parents' job situation. This is consistent with our 
expectations. 
Ouesti白n 11. During your school age years , 5-16 , were you 
supervised by: 
a family me江nber
non-family member 
no adult supervision 
Of all respondents , 89% were supervised by family members , 
11% by non-fami1y members and 9告 had no adult supervision. These 
numbers are not noteworthy. What is noteworthy , however , are the 
differences between the day and evening divisions and the male 
and female students. For example , roughly 95毫 of all evening 
叩den竺竺f空ιonly 85告 of a旦主主臼旦叮f竺型u些墊1旦嘿竺哲噎 竺型哩空堅竺
family member. Seven years made important differences in this 
reF再;一 (ft.).>>..Phlm主
工t is interesting to note that 25毫 of female evening 
students were either watched by non-family members or had no 
adult supervision while only 6% of the male evening students were 
similarly cared for. Some distinction is also found in the 
female day students who were watched by a non-family member 12 老
of the time while male day students had such care only 7毫 of the 
time. The only explanation we can offer is that females who were 
independent as children are more likely to chose a career in the 
law than females raised in more traditional environments. 
0uestion 12.. Whom does your Q盟主主旦旦主 household include (check 
all applicable) 
Spouse , comp咀nion ， significant other 
children; if so how many? 
dependent parent 
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Of all respondents , 53% indicated that their current 
household included a spouse , companion , or significant other 
(hereinafter companion). Twenty-two percent of the respondents 
indicated they had children. No homes included a dependent 
parent. Six percent said their home included some other 
household member, ie. a roommate. 
The overall number of people with companions was 
When broken down by division , roughly 48 告 ofsurprisingly high. 
all day students include a companion in their household. The 
number is higher for evening students with 94 老 of all male 
evening students and 53 老 of female evening students. This gap 
between the genders , which is not found in the day students , is 
difficult to explain. 
The most children anyone had was five. The mean was 2.07. 
Thus , those people who had children tended to have , for the most 
part , between one and three. Once again , this is not unexpected. 
OU且stion 1~. What percentage of the household work is done by: 
you 
companionjspouse 
other; please specify 
Of all respondents , the lowest amount anyone indicated they 
were responsible for was 2 告 and the highest was 100%. The mean , 
however , was 60老. For spouses , the lowest amount anyone 
indicated they did was none and the highest was 90毫. The mean 
was 44 月L For "other ," every part of the spectrum was covered 
with the highest amount being 100告 and the lowest being O. The 
mean was 55~台.
The last number is the most amazing. It is shocking that on 
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the mean , students household work is done 55毫 by someone other 
than themselves or their companions. Perhaps people with 
roommates who would list their roommate contributions in this 
category skewed the results. Addi tionally , i t would be less 
surprising for evening students to rely upon such assistance and 
for them to have the resources with which to hire the help. 
The other results to this question are also , although less , 
unexpected. For law students to do 60% of the household work is 
commendable. unfortunately , we did not break down the responses 
by gender or ask what the respondents' companions did for work. 
These would have proved interesting. Self-reporting could also 
have lead to an over-estimate of what work is being done by the 
respondents. Also , since far more women than men answered , the 
results may be more indicative of the extra housework done by the 
women than the adequate sharing of the responsibilities by the 
men. 
ouestion 11. If your household includes children , what 
percentage of child-care is done by: 
you 
companionjspouse 
other; please specify 
Of all respondents with children , the mean response was that 
the respondent was responsible for 45% of the child care. 
Respondents indicated that their spouse was responsible for 44 告
of the care and 39% of the care was provide by other people. The 
error by the respondents is clear. The overall numbers add up to 
128老 There is an overestimation in one of the categories. 
Other than this error , the general breakdowns are also 
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surprising. The respondents indicated that they and their 
companions had roughly the same responsibility for child care and 
only slightly less than the mystery "other." Given that many of 
the evening students have children and work full-time in addition 
to attending school , it is difficult to imagine that they are 
sharing the responsibilities equally. Nonetheless , even assuming 
the self-inflationary evaluation of their care for their 
children , the level of responsibility these respondents have over 
their children under less than ideal circumstances is 
impressive. 
ouestion 12. with reference to question 13 and 14 , if you have a 
partner , are you satisfied with the distribution of family 
responsibilities between the two of you? 
Of all respondents , 63% indicated they were satisfied and 
only 36老 indicated they were dissatisfied. Of all women , 60毫
were satisfied and 37 告 not satisfied. Of the men , 66老 were
content and 34 老 not. The number of men who were content relative 
to the number of women was not unexpected. If anything , the 
一一一一
margin between the two was surprisingly small. The one area 
一一-------一一一一一一-
where there is a large gap , however , is between male and female 
evening students. Of the male evening students , 73 告 were
satisfied , compared to only 50毫 of the female evening students. 
The expectations that must be placed on the women in their home-
lives must be greater than those place upon the men. Under the 
particularly demanding schedules of evening students , such demand 
can obviously lead to discontent. 
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B. EXPECTATIONS 
0uestion 12.. Upon graduation , 
first job to be with? 
federa1j statej 10開l
sma11 private firm 
1arge private firm 
judicia1 c1erkship 
whom do you expect or hope your 
government 
in-house counse1 
non-1ega1 job 
pUb1ic interest 
Of a11 respondents , most (24 告) indicated they expect to work for 
a sma11 private firm in their first job. The next most popu1ar 
answer (21告) was 1arge private firms fo11owed by government {20是)
and then judicia1 c1erkships (19老). After c1erkships , the number 
dropped dramatica11y to pUb1ic interest (8月台)， in-house counse1 
(5毫) and 1ast1y , non-1ega1 jobs {3的. These numbers rough1y 
ref1ect where graduates have actua11y obtained jobs in the past 
and therefore are not surprising. The on1y noteworthy gender 
distinctions are between those men and women who expect to get 
judicia1 c1erkships , 21巷口f the women and 15毫 of the men , and 
those men and women going into pUb1ic interest 1aw, 15毫 of the 
men and 3 老 of the wom自n. The 1atter comparison is particu1ar1y 
surprising given the perception by many that women constitute a 
majority in the pub1ic interest sector. 
Between the day and evening division the most marked 
distinction was between those who expected to get a judicia1 
c1erkship. No men or women in the evening division had such an 
expectation , where 27毫 of the fema1e day students and 21老 of the 
ma1e day students did. 
O U自stion 12. How many hours do you expect to work at this job? 
。-30
30-40 
40-50 
50+ 
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Of all respondents , 3 老 expected to work not more than thirty 
hours per week following graduation , 11老 expected to work between 
30-40 hours , 60聖 expected to work between 40-50 hours and 25毫
expected to work over fifty hours per week. There were no 
notable distinctions between day and evening students. The 
differences between the sexes , however , were dramatic. No men 
expected to work under thirty hours per week. In contrast , 16告
of the female evening students and 3 月~ of the female day students 
indicated they would work under thirty hours a week. Similarly , 
16老 of all women said they would work between 30-40 hours a week , 
while only 3 月~ of the men would work these hours. 
In contrast , 57% of the women indicated they would work 
between 40-50 hours a week, while 65智 of the men chose that 
response. Twenty-one percent of the women and 30% of the men 
chose the over 50 hour category. As_.~._支持巴些t 竺omen are twice as 
likely as men to expect to work forty or fewer hours a week. 
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Men , on the other hand , are fifty percent more likely than women 
→一一一-to expect to work over fifty hours a week. 
一一一一一一一一一v
The differing expectations between men and women are 
highlighted in these answers and may cause these answers to be 
more dissimilar than the actual hours the respondents will work. 
This is particularly true since there was an equal number of men 
and women who indicated they were going to work in the most time 
consuming positions - the private sector. Nonetheless , these 
一一
answers are veq!reveap?q w片空 it comes to the ex些竺竺生。控i__t，he
respondents will bring to the job , and thus , will play an 
一一…一一一一一一一一于一一一一一一一一一
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important role in both job and life satisfaction. 
ouestion 1ß.. Do you expect or hope to have a spousejcompanionj 
partner within the first five years following graduation. 
Y N 
An overwhelming 92 月5 of the respondents indicated they 
expected or hoped to have spousejcompanionjpartner within the 
first five years following graduation. The percentages were 
approximately the same for men (93 告) and women (91的. The only 
comparison where there was any distinction to speak of was 
between the female evening students (89龜) and their male 
colleagues (100毫) • 
Presuming respondents anticipated marriage rather than the 
other options , these numbers are unexpectedly high. Given the 
demanding nature of the legal profession and the number of failed 
marriages , we expected respondents to be more cautious about 
becoming coupled. The faith these answers show in monogamous 
relationships is heartening. 
ouestion 18 (a) .工f No , is that expectation influenced by the 
following (check all appropriate) 
not interested. 
feel it is impossible to successfully balance career and 
interpersonal relationship. 
feel the specific job that you 
accommodate the time commitment 
successful relationship. 
want would not 
required of a 
Given how few people answered no to question 18 , these 
results are very suspect. In fact , only eight respondents 
answered this question. Of those , six indicated they were not 
interested and two people indicated it would be impossible to 
balance and their job would not permit the time accommodations. 
We had anticipated that more people would be deciding to 
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forgo relationships in order to pursue their careers. The fact 
that only 2 'of 152 people felt like their job would prohibit them 
from pursuing a meaningful interpersonal relationship was 
encourag~ng. 
OU自stion 12. 00 you expect that both you and your partner will 
work full-time? 
Y N N.A. (Not Applicable) 
Eighty-five percent of all respondents expect that their 
spouse will work full-time. There are only slightly more females 
(90毫) than males (75毫) who believe both parties will work full-
time. The only glaring departure from this general reaction was 
among male evening students , where only 56老 expect that both they 
一一一一一一一一一…一一~
and their spouse will work ful1-time. 
These responses were generally what we expected. While we 
didn't expect male evening students to be so far off the average , 
we did expect them to represent the group least likely to have 
both spouses working. We expected most of the respondents to 
anticipate working fUll-time , as well as expecting their spouse 
to work full-time. Two incomes are now the norm among young 
professionals. 
ouestion 19(a 1 .工f no , who will not work full-time? 
一一_ you 
一一_ partner 
No women chose to respond to this question despite the fact 
that 9 indicated that either they or their spouse would not work 
full-time. Of the men who answered , all indicated that it will 
be their spouse who does not work full-time. 
Facially , these responses sound clearly sexist. One 
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possible gender-neutral explanation , however , is that the 
respondents are all going to be attorneys. Attorneys make more 
money than most other professions and if one person were going to 
work part-time it would likely be the person earning 1ess. 
Therefore , at least the male respondents may be justified in 
expecting their spouse to work part-time , presuming their spouse 
is not also an attorney. Even assuming this explanation , 
however , this data is noteworthy , as it reveals disparate 
expectations between the genders. 
The lack of a response by all the women who indicated they 
or their spouse wou1d not work fu11-time also speaks vo1umes. 
One can only speculate as to their motives for not responding to 
the question. 
Ouestion 2O. 
for children 
Y N 
00 you expect or hope to have care responsibilities 
within the first five years of practice? 
Of all respondents , 62.5告 indicated they expected or hoped 
to have children within the first five years following 
graduation. 
anticipated. 
These numbers were basica11y what we had 
Once again , the only areas where there were 
discrepancies were with the ma1e evening students. Of these , r川
--一一一一一-、句句 一 位
的叫ect or hope to have ch山ren within the first five years以μd
following graduation. This compares to the approximately 60是 for
all day students. 
The differences between the evening students , particularly 
the men , and the day students , is easy to explain based upon age. 
Many day students may want to postpone child rearing more than 
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five years following graduation in an effort to become more 
settle financially and professionally. Evening students , on the 
other hand , with a mean age of 33 , are running out of time to 
make such decisions. For many , the next five years may be the 
last chance they have to become parents safely. 
ouestion 20 (a}.. If No , is that expectation influenced by the 
following: (Check all appropriate) 
not interested 
feel it is impossible to successfully balance career and 
care responsibilities. 
feel that the specific job you want wo心ld not 
accommodate the time commitment required for caring 
for children. 
Of those who are not interested in having children in the 
first five years following graduation , 55% indicated they are not 
interested. Thirty-two percent responded that their job would 
not accommodate the time required and 15% that it is impossible 
to balance career and care duties. These are roughly the types 
of responses we expected. Nearly half of the respondents 
indicated that their desire not to have children is related to 
their career decisions. 
There is a pronounced difference between men and women in 
response to this question. 工n total , 54% of the women 
attributed their decision not to have children to their career. 
工n contrast , only 32 老 of the men attributed it to their career. 
As a result , women were approximately fifty percent more likely 
than men to feel that their career would prevent them from having 
children in the first five years after law school. The contrast 
is most marked in the responses from the evening division which 
indicated it would be impossible to balance career and care 
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responsibilities. Of the female evening students who did not 
want to have children in the first five years following 
graduation , 29% indicated it was because of the impossibility in 
balancing these aspects of their lives. No male evening students 
shared this concern. This is even more striking when it is noted 
that roughly an'equal number of female and male evening students , 
29 老 and 33 老 respectfully ， believed that their jobs would simply 
not accommodate the time needed. This demonstrates that the men 
were only able to understand the question when addressed within 
the context of the demands placed on them by their jobs; not 
when the focus was on the balance that is necessary between the 
job and home. 
o'Uestion 21. Do you anticipate that you will be able to 
successfully balance career and family? 
Y N 
There were an incredibly high number of respondents who 
indicated that they anticipated being able to balance their 
career and family obligations. Of all respondents , 89% answered 
一~一一一
yes to this question. There were , however , distinctions between 
both the day and evening divisions and even greater distinctions 
between the men and women. Of the men , more respondents in the 
evening division (100毫) than in the day division (95毫) indicated 
they thought they would be able to find the balance. While the 
5是 difference. is modest in our sampl且， i t is noteworthy when 
compared to the women , wh已是空一旦4老戶 fewer of the evening students 
than the day students expected being able to reach such a 
一一一一一一~一 一一
balance. 
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The overa11 difference between men and women , where 96告
expected satisfaction versus 85老 who did not , is magnif ied when 
comparing the 
women (74的­
be satisfied 
these groups. 
resu1ts between evening men (100毫) and evening 
The fact that a third more men than women expect to 
says something about the experiences of each of 
Many possib1e exp1anations exist. It cou1d be 
that the men in the evening division are more 1ike1y to have an 
at-home spouse and to be in a traditiona1 fami1y structure. This 
arrangement is more 1ike1y to provide a supportive home 1ife to 
he1p them dea1 effective1y with the professiona1 wor1d. It cou1d 
a1so be that these men have mere1y never fu11y considered the 
difficu1ties which wi11 face them once the goa1 of graduating 
from 1aw schoo1 is achieved. A1ternative1y , perhaps fema1e 
evening students , who are the 1east satisfied with their current 
situations , best recognize the difficu1ties that wi11 greet them 
in professiona1 practice. There are sti11 very important burdens 
which fa11 disproportionate1y on women which may make it more 
difficu1t for women to reach this ba1ance. 
Ouestion 21(a】.工f yes , is this because: 
(check a11 appropriate) 
you/your partner wi11 not work for a substantia1 time 
一一_ you/your partner wi11 work part-time for a substantia1 
time 
一一_ you are confident that satisfactory chi1d-care wi11 be 
avai1ab1e and wi11 satisfy your care expectations 
you do not anticipate any conf1icts at a11. 
Of a11 respondents , 21老 expect that either they or their 
partner wi11 not work for a substantia1 period of time , 40毫
expect that either they or their partner wi11 work part-time for 
a substantia1 period of time , 51宅 are confident that satisfactory 
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child-care will be available and 15毫 do not expect any 
conflicts. 
The only overall number which was higher than we had 
expected was the number who expected no conflicts. The fact that 
15告 of law students do not expect conflicts in balancing career 
and family is very alarming. The evening students were most 
likely not to anticipate conflicts: 21% of the women and 19告 of
the men chose this answer. Female day students were the least 
likely to believe that they are not going to encounter conflicts. 
In all , 12% of the female day students chose this answer. 
It is not surprising that evening students do not expect 
conflicts in the future. To the extent that they have family 
obligations now , work full-time and attend school , it is hard to 
imagine things getting much more demanding. For many , they may 
view graduation and free evenings , no matter how demanding their 
future jobs , as a dramatic increase in the amount of free time 
they will have. 
It is also clear from these responses that both men and 
women , but more women , are relying upon adequate child-care to 
q旦旦L空空控」出ds. Wh ile 51老 of all respondents are confident 
that such care will be available , only 43 月~ of the men and 57毫 of
the women chose this answer. Once again the males in the evening 
division are least sensitive , only 37.5毫 of these men indicated 
that they believed they would be able to reach a happy balance 
because of the availability of child-care. 
The men , far more than the women , expected that either they 
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or their spouse would not work for a significant period of time 
in order to reach a balance. 工n the evening division 31告 of the 
men and none of the women expected that either they or their 
spouse would not work. In the day division 32 月~ of the men and 
15% of the women felt that either they or their spouse would not 
work. It is unclear who these men , and the day women to a lesser 
extent , expect to take time off. One could speculate , however , 
that at least in the case of the men , they are not the ones whom 
they expect to take time off. 
Women ~些旦旦啞巴旦控lY than 盟且主o e扭扭L扭住旦旦些主主些主抖
。r their partner will work part-time. By a margin of 44 告-33 巷，
women were more likely than men to chose this response. This is 
consistent , however , with the reliance by the men on one person 
simply not working for a substantial period of time. Given this 
reliance , men are less likely than the women to indicate that a 
part-time arrangement will be used. Additionally , given that the 
male respondents are likely not to be the party taking the time 
off , this may reflect the fact that the female respondents are 
less likely to expect their spouses to take time off and rather 
anticipate shifting to part-time work themselves. 
Ouestion 2~. In distributing family responsibilities , what 
percentage do you hope will be managed by: 
you 
companionjpartner 
other; please specify 
Of all respondents , the mean percentage that the respondents 
hoped to manage was 47毫. The mean that the respondents hoped 
their partner to manage was 48老 and the mean that respondents 
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hoped some other person to handle was 40告. These answers were 
not broken down by gender of class. The answers that we do know 
are not particula向 i晰
-
a-q4-o-i s一e-
•• 
u-Y Qb What percentage do you 金莖且皇豆主 will be managed 
you 
companionjpartner 
other; please specify. 
All respondents who answered indicated they expected to 
manage 50毫 of the family responsibilities. They expected their 
companionjpartner to manage on mean 44 老 of the responsibilities 
and for some other person to manage 32 告. While having a total of 
more than 100是 was not of concern in question 22 because it is 
easy to understand that someone may hope for more assistance than 
question add up to 125毫. Regardless , the generally even 
they actually get , it is surprising that the totals to this 
distribution between respondent and spouse with significant 
assistance may not be an unreasonable expectation. What actually 
awaits people , however , particularly women , may be very less 
p,JúLo .. J-- cJ_<ωff_ 如弋j...Jl..(白人6甘t:~sry~府在J. \r-"' ,1 ~~~ '-" --.- ._-_ • • 1 )5 
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OU且sti口n 23 • 
accommodations 
Y N 
Do you expect your 
for your family needs? 
employer to provide 
Of all respondents , 68老 expect their employers to make 
accommodations. The numbers are even higher amongst the women 
where 73 老 have this expectation. Among the men overall , 59 老
expect accommodations. Once again , the male evening students 
expect the least accommodations. Only 50毫 of these men answered 
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yes to this question. 
These responses are what we expected. Both in terms of the 
generally positive response and in regard to more women than men 
While these numbers may not be expecting such treatment. 
particularly interesting on their face , when 扭捏史性土豆E史e
actually provide such programs , these number of employers who 
斗志ifnumbers become interesting. 
→一一一
ouestion 23(a t. If yes , do these accommodations include: (check 
all ap心ropriate)
family leave policies , including maternity and 
paternity leave 
一一_ pregnancy-related disability leave 
一一 flex司time ， including four dayjextended hour weeks and 
part-time 
一一_ working at home 
o 一一_ on-site day care 
一一_ flexible career paths 
Of all respondents who expect employer accommodations , 85毫
expected these accommodations to include family leave policies , 
79老 indicated they expected flex-time and part-time work weeks , 
62 老 expected pregnancy leave , 56告 expected flexibly career paths , 
50毫 to be able to work at home and 20毫 for their employer to 
provide on-site day care. These demonstrate a broad-based 
expectation that employers will react with diverse policies to 
meet the needs of their employees. 
There are noteworthy distinctions between the expectations 
of the women and men. Ninety-seven percent of all men who expect 
their employer to make accommodations , expect family leave 
一一一…(白一、一一一
policies to be in place. This compares to only 80告 of the women. 
Another distinction of一主凹愕主一旦as that 84屯 of the women expect 
一、一--司--可-一一-_..._----~--~--"-----一..一- 一一一-_.一一一一一一一i 且.-一-- 占一一 一一一司的叫一一一一一 一一 一一-一一-一一叮叮一一一-一-一一一-一一一句句一句
flex-time and part-time options to be available 且旦旦旦旦ly 69老 of
句古__c._戶-一-一一直【【}扭扭 -【悶，一一也忍-一戶-白戶司自一-一-一
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the men did. In contrast , only 46% of the women versus 57 毫 of
the men anticipated working at home to be an option. 
The responses where men and women were similar is also 
interesting. Roughly an equal number of men and women expected 
their employer to offer pregnancy-related disability leave , on-
site day care and flexible career paths. The fact that at least 
as many men as women expected family leave policies , pregnancy 
related leave , to be able to work at home , on-site day care and 
flexible career paths is an indication that when the men have 
become aware enough of the issues to expect employer action , they 
are no less , and in fact in some cases more , demanding than their 
female counterparts. 
The male evening students were surprisingly consistent with 
the other respondents. The only answer where the male evening 
students differed dramatically from the other respondents was in 
their response to the pregnancy-related disability leave 
question. Only 37 毫 of the male evening students , compared to 62 老
of all respondents , expected such accommodations to be made. 工n
all the other categories ,. their responses were within a number of 
percentage points of the overall response rate. The lone 
inconsistent response to the pregnancy disability leave question 
is inexplicable given the consistency on the other questions. 
One factor to keep in mind while analyzing these responses 
is that the number represents only those who expect some kind of 
accommodations. Thus , the_ least sensitive men have already been 
一一一~【(一…
weededout of the poolof respondents-Even with tdi三 iñ-ñï1nd ，
一一一一一一~一一
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however , the parity between the men and women is more striking 
than we had anticipated. 
We were also surprised that more people did not expect on-
site d句一問EP ﹒ This leads us to believe that people were doing 
---一一
their best to keep their responses focused on what they expect 
their employers to 
These answers , 
provide , not what would be helpful. This 
Oλ c;f C()r λ扯 ux.dλω太L Y-í..o._.1 lts-AA耳1)._c::Á-Q_叫ρ 60 fwf cc社]Äj σλ 、 lolfι
numbernmdfbS個k should send a loud 
helps to explain the 
message to employers that employees expect acco叫modations.
ouestion 2i. Would the work-family accommodation policies of a 
potential employer affect your decision to take the j ob over 
another? 
Of all respondents , only 16老 indicated that such policies 
would have little or no affect on their decision to take a job. 
This question revealed some of the 
n o 
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n-e e-h mt Nearly 60毫 of all 
greatest distinctions between 
female respondents said they 
to take one job over another would be 
substantially affected by the work family accommodation policies 
of a given firm. In contrast , slightly under 30% of the men 
indicated that such policies would substantially affect th巴ir
decision. Of women respondents , 31% would be somewhat affected 
versus 44% of the men. The contrast on the little or not at all 
end of the spectrum was as great as that on the substantial end-
only 9告 of the women and over 27毫 of the men indicated that such 
policies would have little or no affect on their decision to take 
one job over another. 
There were some distinctions between the evening and day 
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classes with regard to their responses in the somewhat and little 
or not at all category. For the men , 31老 of the evening students 
and 49龜 of the day students said they would be somewhat 
influenced. Of the women , 32 月~ of the day students and 26老 of the 
evening students shared this response. More dramatically , 21是 of
the female evening students versus only 5 月台 of the female day 
students indicated they would be affected only little or not at 
all. The men also revealed the greater probability that evening 
students would not be affected (37.5毫). Th三~旦旦旦旦旦r men were far 
less likely (23的 not to Cl_9_nsid旦旦 ì._b.ciJ::一旦旦p1旦y_g主一旦空主主三family一一一一一一一一一一一一一一_-- 一 一 切一
accommodation practices than the male evening students. 
Question 25. 工f you expect to have family responsibilities , do 
you think that your employer will advance you at the same rate 
as others who do not have such commitment? 
Y N N.A . (Not Applicable) 
Of all respondents who expect to have children , 62 告 believed
that their employer will not advance them at the same rate as 
other employees without such commitments. There were marked 
differences in the responses given by men and women. 工n all , 73 告
of the women and 43% of the men indicated they did not expect to 
be advance at the same rate as their counterpart with family 
responsibilities. As a result , women were almost twice as likely 
to indicate that their careers would be hampered by the decision 
to have children than men. 
The evening students , once again , had dramatically different 
perspectives than the day students. Forty-six percent of the 
female evening students and only 19老 of the female day students 
indicated that they thought they would be advanced at the same 
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rate as their colleagues at work without family obligations. Of 
the men , 62% of the evening students and 55% of the day students 
thought that their advancement would not be slowed by family 
obligations. This perception by the evening students may be 
caused by their time pressures now which they believe will be 
decreased following graduation. Or , perhaps they have simply 
made their career their priorities over their families and 
therefore will not allow family obligations to get in the way of 
their career advancement. 
The reactions were not surprising. We had anticipated that 
most would recognize that a decision to have a family would 
negatively impact ones career advancement. 
OU且stj 口n 25 (al • 
you at the same 
work. 
Y N 
Do you think that the employer 呈且旦旦ld advance 
rate as other who may be spending more time at 
The respondents were generally split on this question with 
53 老 indicating that the employer should advance the employee with 
family responsibilities at the same rate and 42電 indicating that 
they should not. There is little distinction between men and 
women and day and evening students with one exception female 
evening students. Of these women , 70毫 indicated that their 
employers should advance employees at the same rate as others 
who may be spending more time at work. 
The way this question was drafted tended to cause some 
confusion. There were a number of respondents who distinguished 
between spending time at work and performing meaningful tasks. 
It was the intention of the question to investigate whether 
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people felt that 
the same salary. 
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attorneys who billed few色r hours should be paid 
We believe , that despite the confusion caused 
by the question , that the responses fairly reveal the split which 
exists amongst the student body on this issue. These answers 
highlight how arbitrary billable hours are as a way to determine 
someone.s worth to an employer. 
Mo竺豆豆空空時已…主hq-mh#路pg史HqpF?eved that people should 
advance at the same rate. We had anticipated 函區一而urai'rccept
billable hours as a reasonable guide to what someone earns. 
After all , in many circumstances the revenue an attorney 
generates for the firm is directly tied to their billable hours. 
These responses either reflect a lack of understanding of this 
basic fact or a deeper challenging of billable hours as the means 
to measure ones work. 
ouestion 2g. If you expect to have family responsibilities , do 
you expect that your career will be affected at all by your 
decision. 
Y N N.A. (Not Applicable) 
Of all respondents who expect to have children , 87% expect 
their career to be affected. Ni些七主三噎住正lerc旦旦LPF…主空空-TFerl
and 76告 of the men indicated that they believed their career 
一 _-一-一-_.--一--ω -白一-一一-‘一句-令呵，“-缸"，_r司司
would be so affected. The most glaring departure from the norm 
was among the evening males , where only 57% expected their 
careers would be affected. These results demonstrate the wide-
spread recogni tion , al though more widespread among women than 
men , that families affect your career. 
To the extent there are any surprises in the results it is 
that 82.5毫 of the men in the day division expect that their 
一一一一一一一一一一一一一一…~一
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that 91% of law students are willing to sacrifice career 
advancement and salary increases in order to fulfill their family 
needs is impressive. 
Ouestion 27(at. Would you be willing to: 
(check all appropriate) 
not be on the "partnership track" 
be on a delayed "partnership track" 
一一_ earn a salary based on an hourly rate , which results in 
substantially lower pay , if you only work 40 hoursjweek. 
Sixty percent of those surveyed indicated a willingness to 
一一一一一一一一
be placed on tf空空空空-EE空空空!l.!p track versus 30者 who were 
willing to receive a salary based upon the hours works and 20毫
willing to accept not being placed on the partnership track. 
The responses between the genders and classes were surprisingly 
similar. The only great departure from the norm was by the 
female evening students of whom only 36老 were wi11ing to be 
placed on the delayed partnership track. The other responses 
included no statistically significant variance from the norm. 
These responses reveal a much greater willingness to accept 
一一一一一一一一一一一
serious sacrifices than we had expected. with the uproar 
surrounding the mommy track, it was surprising to see that 7 日毛 of 
the respondents were willing to accept either a delayed 
partnership track or not being on that track at all. The thirty 
percent of the respondents who were willing to take a substantial 
decrease in pay were also unanticipated. 7-'/vJ:::，_e...- 人叫人J.Jρ
ρ"-0叫試 6、丸。1- (札l.Q_u_;了(- cfõ JL月1戶咿jω
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ouestion 2a. Assume you take a job making $60 ,000jyear. If you 
wou1d be wi1ling to ac心ept 1ess pay in order to restrict your 
work week to a maximum of 40 hours , how much 1ess each year wou1d 
you be wi11ing to make: (check maximum amount) 
。-$ 5 ,000 
$5 ,000-$10 , 000 
$10 ,000-$20 , 000 
$20 ,000-$30 , 000 
any amount of money 
叭
叭爪W-vv 
Of a11 respondents , 89.5% were wi11ing to take some decrease 
~-哼一-戶司呵白咱也--白 白『即“ --白『自-一一一-一句』屯的 -且一-----且也巴巴切已咱呵呵E司向巴--峙-也可凹即心扭扭扭--﹒
in pay in order to 1imit their work week to forty hours. The 
br函忘否已wn was as fo11ows: 15毫 willing to accept 0-軒， 000 1ess a 
years; 28 老 wi11ing to accept $5 ,000-$10 , 000 1ess a year; 37.5毫
wi11ing to accept $10 ,000-$20 , 000 1ess a year; 8 老 wi1ling to 
accept $20 ,000-$30 , 000 1ess a year and 1告 wi11ing to accept any 
amount of money 1ess a year. As a resu1t , 37 毫 of the respondents 
were wi11ing to accept $10 ,000 or more 1ess a year in order to 
limit their work week to forty hours. sixty-four percent of the 
respondents were wi11ing to accept $5 , 000 or more 1ess a year. 
There were more women wi11ing to sacrifice more of their 
sa1ary than men. For examp1且， 40% of the women and on1y 32 老 of
the men were wi11ing to sacrifice $10 ,000-$20 ,000 a year. In 
contrast , 20毫 of the men and 11老 of the women were willing to 
sacrifice the 1east expensive option , 0-$5 , 000 a year. As a 
result , the tota1s of the men and women wi11ing to sacrifice were 
the same a1though how serious1y they were wi11ing to sacrifice 
differed slight1y. 
Evening students were a1so 1ess wi11ing than the day 
students to accept dramatic decreases in pay for their fami1ies. 
This is demonstrated by 45毫 of fema1e day students wi11ing to 
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sacrifice $10 , 000-$20 , 000 compared to the 21老 of the evening 
female students. On the lower end of the sacrifice scale , 26串 of
the evening students were willing to sacrifice 0-$5 ,000 a year 
and only 8% of the female day students chose this answer. The 
gaps in the sacrifices acceptable to the men were less dramatic , 
but still mirrored those of the women. 
D. MULTI-V.且RIABLE OUESTIONS 
The software package we used , Database , allowed us to 
analyze responses from narrowly defined groups based upon the 
answers to various questions. For example , we were able to see 
how many females with children and no spouse who expect to be 
able to balance work and family expect accommodations by their 
employers. As one would expect , 80毫 of such women are expecting 
such accommodations. These types of questions afforded us the 
opportunity to do cross-reverential analysis and to develop some 
interesting results. 
We expected that those raised by single parents would be 
more likely to be aware of the difficul ties facing parents in 
their quest to balance their work and family lives. Of all those 
raised by singles parent who expected to become parents , 75毫
indicated they thought they would be able to balance. Of these , 
only 57% of the women and 100% of the men thought they would be 
able to reach such a balance. These results , overall , are 
roughly the same as the results of the general population of 
respondents and does little to prove or disprove our hypothesis 
on this subject. 
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Of these same peop1e raised by sing1e parents who expect to 
have chi1dren , 66% expect emp10yer accommodations. The number 
of men and women of this group who expect such accommodation are 
rough1y equa1 and not significant1y different from our resu1ts 
overa11. Once again , this data is not sufficient to prove or 
disprove our hypothesis. 
We were a1so interested in the number of peop1e who expect 
to work at 1arge firms and their interest in having chi1dren. 
chi1dren. No such corre1ation was discovered. Of those 
冉一>/Our expectation was that those who want the cha11enges 
demands of a 1arge firm wou1d be 1ess 1ike1y to want to 
expect their first job to be at a 1arge private firm , 59 老 hope or 
expect chi1dren in their first five years fo110wing graduation. 
This compares to. 62.5毫 of a11 the respondents. This difference 
is nominal. 
Those who expect the sa1ary and the prestige of 1arge firms 
may be forced to reconsider their fami1y goa1s. The work demands 
wi11 obvious1y make it much more difficu1t for peop1e who are so 
emp10yed to ba1ance their responsibi1ities. Either they are 
going to have to make accommodations or the firms are. 
We were a1so interested in how inf1uenced those who 
anticipate working over fifty hours a week wi11 be by the workj 
fami1y accommodations of their potentia1 emp10yers. We expected 
these respondents to be more interested in such issues since they 
wi11 be more like1y to need the services. In fact , the inverse 
was true. Of the respondents who expect to work over 50 hours 
~一一一一一-一一一一一-一一一一一一一一一一一一-一一一一一-一~→一一一一一一~一--_一
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a job with a given employer. In co~trast ， only 25毫 of those who 
expect to work over fifty hours a week would be substantially 
influence by an employer' s work-family accommodation practices. 
一一一一一一
Thirty-percent indicated that it would affect their decision 
somewhat. 
These results are the opposite of the result for the general 
respondents. From the overall group , roughly 45毫 was
substantially affected and only 15毫 affected little or not at 
all. Instead of those who expect to work over fifty hours a week 
recognizing that they will most need the services , they seem to 
care about lttle other than their sah百三戶This is inconsistent 
with the result to the questions which indicate a broad 
willingness to sacrifice for family. Further research may reveal 
that those who expect to work over fifty hours a week are 
一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一­
generally unwi11ing to make such sacrifices. 
一一一一一
In relating these re自ults to the hypothesis that we had 
developed there are certain areas where our anticipations were 
wrong. We will address our prototypes and specific expectations 
in the order they were presented in analyzing the results. 
The protypical female was in fact pretty close to what we 
discovered in the results. The background information , including 
age , was very close to correct. Fifty percent of the female 
respondents' households included a spouse , companion , or 
significant other. This was more than we had anticipated. 
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Ninety-seven percent of the female respondents expected to have a 
job in the legal profession following law school. Seventy-eight 
percent of the female respondents expected to work forty or more 
hours a week at this job and 90告 percent expected both she and 
her partner would work full-time. Ninety-one percent of these 
women expected to have a partner or companion within five years 
of graduation from law school. 
The first signs of moderation came when only 59老 of the 
一一“一---司已勾心~一『可
female respondents indicated they expected or hoped to have 
children within the first five years after graduation. While 
~一一時一一一一一一一一一一
this is only slightly less than the number of men who wanted to 
have children in this time period , it is less than we had 
anticipated. The sense of optimism felt by these women is clear 
in their response to question number 21 which asked about their 
ability to balance career and family. Eighty-five percent of the 
women believed they would find this balance. 
These women , as we expected, are looking to their employers 
to provide accommodations. Only 13 老 percent did not believe 
一一一一一一一一置于可
that they would face conflicts between there personal and 
professional lives. Furthermore , only 13% believed that either 
they or their spouse would not work for some period of time in 
order to reach the balance. The rest are depending on their 
employers to make some kind of accommodations. In fact , 73告 of
all female respondents expect employer accommodations. The 
overwhelming number expect the accommodations to be in the form 
of flexible schedule , 84龜， and family leave , 80聾 I and pregnancy 
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related disability leave , 63%. This was exactly what we had 
expected of our prototypical female. The reliance on these 
programs was further demonstrated by the 58% of the female 
respondents who indicated they would be substantially affected by 
an employers family accommodation package. 
Our expectation that our prototypical female would expect to 
advance at the sam陣 rate regardless of her decision to have 
children was wrong. Seventy-three percent of the female 
respondents indicated that they did not believe they would 
可竺ce at the 竺竺三佇﹒ 附ile a m啞盟主!x_的LMUh
should advance at the same rate. it was the narrowest of , 
也亟已MTE5PERrtzmmJEL
Women were MORE willing to make sacrifices than we had 
expected. Eighty也five percent indicated a willingness to have 
their career substantially or somewhat affected by their family 
life. The vast majority were willing to be on either no 
partnership track or a delayed partnership track. Over 50毫 were
→一一一
willing to make over $10 ,000 less a year to work no more than 
一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一心
forty hours a week. 
工n all , however , we found the women to be very similar to 
the prototype we had imagined. 
Our prototypical male was also pretty close to what we 
actually discovered. The general age information was what we 
expected. Once again , however , 59告 of the male respondents' 
households included a spouse , companion or significant other. 
This was higher than we had expected. 
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The males' expectations were very similar to the females. 
In fact , the prototypical male 盟er-:_歸址m蛙豈止且l主且主fferences
自-一---也一叮叮4戶-戶戶，可一可呵叮}一一的-戶一一 一一句-屯可宙間已心可白白呵呵
that we would discover 扭扭盟且一且全_g_旦旦起~s. The place where the 
」一一一一一一一一一一一一-一一-一--
male and female respondents expect to work were basically the 
same. Men expected to work slightly more than the women. 
However , we had anticipated this in our prototypes. Even roughly 
the same number of men and women wanted to have a spouse and 
children within the first five years following graduation. 
Our expectation that the men would have thought less about 
the topics and value them differently was born out in other 
responses. For example , men were less likely than women to be 
substantially influenced by the family-leave practices of a 
potential employer. They were slightly more likely to believe 
they would be able to find a balance than the women were. They 
were also slightly less willing to accept decreases in pay in 
order to limit their week. 
When they did look at lists of potential accommodations , 
however , respondents could easily identify those that would be of 
most benefit to them personally. Of the male respondents who 
expect family accommodations from their employers , 97 是 want
family leave. This is nearly thirty percent more than the next 
answer , which was flexible scheduling. 工nterestingly enough , the 
male respondents were not as interested in being able to work 
part-time as they were interested in being able to take off two 
weeks at the time of their child' s birth , a typical form of 
family leave. 
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The picture of the average male which evol ves from the 
responses is actually more sensitive than we had expected and 
more willing to make sac且EiCPLWe had expected that men in the 
abstract would indicate their support for equality in the family 
structure. We were less sure of their willingness to make 
sacrifices to accomplish it. While our male respondents were not 
as willing as their female counterparts to make concessions , they 
were more willing than we 門旦旦時:i_çJpated.
Our first specific hypothesis was that the responses would 
differ based upon the gender of the respondents. As has been 
discussed throughout this paper , there have been some important 
differences and some surprising similarities in the results. 
Our next specific hypothesis dealt with the attitude of the 
children of single parents. Unfortunately , there were so few 
一一一一一
respondents who were raised by single parents it made an in可depth
一一一一一一一一一一一一-
analys:竺if一些主s group 旦旦.L_!!!間i呵叫﹒ The cursory 
investigation into this subgroup of respondents which was 
conducted revealed none of the expected differences between this 
group and all the other respondents. 
We anticipated that those working at large firms would be 
less likely to be willing to make sacrifices and less likely to 
want family responsibilities. In fact , we discovered that there 
was no significant distinction between the expectations of those 
who want to work at large firms and the other respondents. More 
investigation of this group is in order to establish a complete 
picture. 
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We anticipated that the older respondents would be more 
willing to make sacrifices in order to spend time with their 
families. In fact , once again , the opposite was true. The 
evening students were the least likely to be willing to make such 
sacr吧ces and 一 t些一些用!___U.kel早知-expeCLamQREadHMWEmat
work. The male evening students were particularly set in their 
ways. 
We expected that the increased. interest in the topic by 
women would be demonstrated by more female respondents than male. 
This was precisely what occurred. Nearly twice as many women 
answered. The men who did answer are probably not typical of all 
men at the school. This could explain the differences between 
our prototypical male and what we actually discovered. 
We also expected those who were kept in daycare to be more 
sensitive to these issues. As with the numbers raised by single 
parents , there were too few respondents in this category to make 
一一一一一--
any meaningful analysis. 
Our final specific hypothesis was that those with children 
now would be more likely to be willing to sacrifice. Because of 
time constraints , we were unable to explicitly run this 
variable. The responses from the evening students who are more 
likely to have children make this hypothesis suspect. Additional 
research is needed on this point. 
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VII. CONC了LUSION
This survey has revealed that most students at the 
University of Maryland School of Law are interested in varying 
degrees in this topic and are concerned about their ability to 
balance their work and family lives. The students are 
龜，'，
EEBaz--EEES'
，
e r o m 
willing than expected to make sacrifices , and they have greater 
expectations of their employers than we had expected. 
Much more can still be done with the evidence gathered as a 
resul t of this study. The unanswered questions raised by this 
study and comparisons with other studies which were not even 
attempted are fertile ground for additional investigation. It is 
our hope to wor竺竺住空空」日些已旦控主主主哩，毛頭扭扭扭iHtMRA
…羊長些iiice- 可巳S J 
The lessons of this study for various groups are clear. 
Your young associates of tomorroÿi expect ,ð 
一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一~一一扎一一一一----~ ，)。、 J
acco…d叩叩口口扭扭扭ιwill~ 且哇旦旦旦哩哇乃一ci于:ions )γ 
based upon the packages you provide , and are willi \"lg to take 
salary decreases 生旦旦控__:Ç.or 金融盟_i!!_ 住空空空 tO WE些i主竺sonable
hours. For men: If you expect your companion or sp~use to be a 
For employers: 
For the 
both professional , you had better be willing to make 
in terms of advancement and salary. While 
v一~一一
professional men may no竺 be th竺巨型de主要paL空空主吐竺ftyears
gone by , they are still not expecting to make the s~me level of 
一一{一一一一一一一一一一一-一一一一一一一一一一-一一-一一一一一 一一旦旦冉冉冉一一兩---一宙間一一-_叮叫一-，1--一一}占也巴巴也可-
sacrifices that you are. 
we based We have concluded that the stereotypes upon 
our prototypical male and female were justified. more 
92 。JE
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respondents indicated a willingness to make sacrifices to balance 
work and family demands than we had expected , the responses to 
the surveys indicated that both groups were interested in having 
it all , or at least most of it. 
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1 For examp1e , one question requested that students indicate 
what they expect to do after graduation. In many case , students 
provided multiple responses. Unfortunately , we were only able to 
do analysis with a single answer to that question. 
2 The findings are even more credible when used for comparison 
purposes with the contemporaneous study of alumni which included 
many of th,e same flaws , including self-selection and limits upon I , ， \J~ 
the software used for analysis. While both of these studies are!i~-
limited in their accuracy because of these flaws , they are very i ' 
helpful for comparison purposes. 
3 University of Maryland School of Law Prospectus; 1989-1990 at 
3. 
4 Id. at 13. 
5 Id. 
6 主g.
7 主g. at 25. 
B Id. 
9 主g.
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1990 Survey: 
Student Attitudes on Balancing Career and Family 
S且MPLE SURVEY 
Addendum 工
WORK-FAMILY 
SURVEY OiUESTIONAJRE 
1. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
1. F M (circle one) 
2. Year of birth 
3. Year graduated from college 
4. Are you an evening or day student? E D 
5. Are you presently working ful1 or part-time? Y N 
6. If yes , how many hours do you work per week at tha t: job? 
Part-Time: 。-1 日
10-25 
Part- or Fu11-Time: 25-40 
Fu11-Time: 壘。+
7. Were you raised by a sing1e parent for a substantia1 
period of your youth? 
Y N 
8. If so , which one? father mother 
9. Was your primary chi1d-care provider , meaning the person 
who tended your dai1y needs during the norma1 work-day , a 
fami1y member when you were between the ages of: 
-birth-3: Y N 
自 3-schoo1 age: Y N 
10. If no , was your day-care arrangement a resu1t of your 
parent/parents' job? 
Y N 
Or other considerations? 
Y N 
-1-
11. Dur ing your scho01 age years , 5-16 , were you superviseà 
by: 
a family member 
non-fami1y member 
no adu1t supervision 
12. Whom does your Çj，l且n且主 househ01d inc1ude? 
app1 icab1e) 
spouse , companion , significant other 
chi1dren; If so , how many? 
dependent parent 
13. What percentage of househ01d work is àone by: 
you 
companion/spouse 
other; p1ease specify 
(check all 
14. If your househ01à inc1udes chi1dren , what percentage of 
chilà 戶care is done by: 
you 
companion/spouse 
other; p1ease specify 
15. With reference to guestions 13 and 14 , if you have a 
partner , are you satisfied with the àistribution of family 
responsibi1ities between the two of you? 
Y N N.且. (Not App1icab1e) 
II • lJ!墓E旦旦Z盈~IONS
16. Upon graduation , whom ào you expect or hope your first 
job to be with? 
federa1/state/10ca1 government 
sma11 private firm in-house counse1 
1arge private firm non-1ega1 job 
juàicia1 c1erkship pub1ic interest 
-2-
17. How rnany hours do you expect to work at thís job? 
。-30
30-40 
40-50 
50+ 
18. Do you expect or hope to have a spouse/cornpanion/partner 
wíthín the fírst fíve years fol1owíng graduatíon? 
Y N 
18(a). If No , is that expectation ínf1uenced by the 
fol1owing: (check a11 appropr iate) 
not interested 
fee1 it is irnpossible to successfu11y ba1ance 
career and interpersona1 re1ationship. 
一一__ fee1 the specific job that you want wou1d not 
accornodate the tirne cornrnitrnent required of a 
successful relationship. 
19. Do you expect that both you and your partner wi11 work 
fu11-tírne? 
Y N N.A. (Not App1ícable) 
19(a). If no , who wíl1 not work fu11-tírne? 
you 
pa'rtner 
20. Do you expect or hope to have care responsíbilities for 
chi1dren withín the first fíve years of practice? 
Y N 
20(a). If No , is that expectation ínf1uenced by the 
fol1owing: (check a11 appropriate) 
not ínterested 
一一一__ feel it is irnpossib1e to successfu11y ba工 ance
career and care responsíbi1itíes. 
一一一一. fee1 that the specifíc job you want wou1d not 
accornodate the tirne cornrnitrnent requíred for caring 
for chíldren. 
-
可以
-
21. Do you anticipate that you wi11 be ab1e to successfu11y 
ba1ance career and farni1y responsibi1ities? 
Y N 
21 (a). If yes , is this because: 
(check a11 appropriate) 
you/your partner wi11 not work for a substantia1 
tirne 
you/your partner wi11 work part-time for a 
substantia1 tirne 
you are conf id ent 
be avai1ab1e 
expectations. 
that satisfactory chi1d-care wi11 
and wi11 satisfy your care 
you do not anticipate any conf1icts at a11 
22. In distributing farni1y responsibi1ities , what percentage 
do you l.l立♀~ wi11 be rnanaged by: 
you 
cornpanion/partner 
other; p1ease specify 
22 (a). What percentage do you e.孟且~ wil1 be rnanaged 
by: 
you 
cornpanion/partner 
other; p1ease specify 
III.宜MPLOYER ACCOMODATIONS 
23. Do you expect your emp10yer to provide accomodations for 
your fami1y needs? 
Y N 
-4-
E 
23 (a). If yes , do these accomodations include: 
(check all appropriate) 
family leave policies , includ ing maternity and 
paternity leave 
pregnancy-related disability leave 
flex-time , including four day/extended hour weeks 
and part-time 
work ing at home 
on-site day care 
flexible career paths 
24. Would the work-family accomodation policies of a 
potential employer affect your decision to take the job over 
another? 
substantially 
somewhat 
litt工e or not at all 
25. If you expect to have family responsibilities , do you 
think that your employer will advance you at the same rate as 
others who do not have such commitments? 
Y N N.A. (Not Applicable) 
25 (a). Do you think that the employer l2.h立且斗Q advance 
you at the same rate as others who may be spending 
more time at work? 
Y N 
26. If you expect to have family responsibilities , do you 
expect that your career will be affected at all by your 
decision? 
Y N N.且. (Not Applicable) 
27. If you expect to have family responsibilities , and 
maintain a full-time position , will you be willing to 
sacrifice career advancement 0 1: salary increases to fulfill 
your family needs? 
substantially somewhat little or not at all 
-5-
27(a). Wou1d you be wi11ing to: 
(check a11 appropriate) 
not be on the "partnership track" 
be on a de1ayed "partnership track" 
earn sa1ary based on an hour1y rate , which resu1ts 
in substantia11y 10wer pay , if you on1y work 40 
hours/week 
28. Assume you take a job making $60 ,000.00jyear. If you 
wou1d be wi11ing to accept 1ess pay in order to restrict your 
work week to a max imum of 40 hours , how much 1ess each y e a r 
wou1d you be wi11ing to make: (check maximum amount) 
。- $5 ,000 
$5 ， 000 恥 $10 ， 00 。
$10 ,000 - $20 , 000 
$20 ,000 - $30 ,000 
any amount of money 
旦旦旦旦旦ts W旦主但旦旦 on any aspect of your attitude toward your 
abi1ity to ba1ance career and fami1y demands: 
一
-6-
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